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1

William Evans canvas and leather cartridge bag
£30.00 - £50.00

2

Parsons fleece lined leather gun slip, max. internal
length 48 ins £50.00 - £60.00

3

Tripod wood and leather shooting seat; Pair of
leather four gun display hangers (4 gun) £30.00 £40.00

4

Fleece lined canvas and leather gun slip, max
internal length 46 ins £30.00 - £40.00

5

Bisley game bag, as new with tags; Caboodle
wellington boot bag (2) £30.00 - £40.00

6

Box containing scope mounts, gun cleaning kits,
magazines, gun oil, two spotting scope tripods,
Millet scope rings, and other sundry gun parts and
spares £40.00 - £60.00

7

Oak two tier gun rack with two cupboards beneath
h.33 ins, together with a Webley cleaning kit
£30.00 - £50.00

8

Box of various part actions, springs, and other gun
action parts £30.00 - £40.00

9

12 bore canvas and leather cartridges belt; various
pistol hand grips £20.00 - £40.00

25

Elephant leather cartridge bag; leather cartridge
belt; pre war shooting stick (a/f); quantity of
wooden walking stick and cleaning rods £30.00 £50.00

26

Three 12 bore cartridge belts and a cartridge bag
£20.00 - £30.00

27

Canvas and leather game bag; cartridge pouch; 12
bore leather cartridge belt; Deben cartridge bag;
12 bore Bisley band hand guard £30.00 - £50.00

28

12, 16 & 20 bore Paradox type cleaning rods,
other miscellaneous cleaning rods and equipment
£20.00 - £40.00

29

Brady canvas and leather cartridge bag, as new;
fleece lined canvas and leather gun slip (2) £40.00 £70.00

30

Leather topped shooting stick; shooting seat
stick; folding chair (3) £10.00 - £20.00

31

Two pairs Snowbee neoprene waders, sizes 8 & 9,
together with four other pairs of waders £20.00 £40.00

32

Three various shooting sticks with leather seats
£20.00 - £25.00

10

Pigskin cartridge bag (75 cap) £40.00 - £60.00

33

Two hazel stalking sticks, 59 ins & 54 ins £30.00 £40.00

11

Red leather cartridge bag (100 cap) £50.00 £80.00

34

12

Canvas and leather gun slip £10.00 - £20.00

Canvas fleece lined gun slip; canvas game bag;
camo cartridge belt £30.00 - £40.00

13

Quantity of gun stocks and forends £20.00 - £30.00

35

14

Large quantity of various gun action parts, trigger
guards, hammers, mounts and other parts and
components £50.00 - £80.00

Four various leather, canvas and leather game
bags, game carriers, Remington clay hand
thrower, cartridge cases, etc £40.00 - £60.00

36

Three various cartridge bags and cartridge belt
£20.00 - £40.00

15

Quantity of various Parker Hale and other cleaning
rods £20.00 - £25.00

37

Three various walking sticks £50.00 - £80.00

16

Two stock and forends for Greener GP, as new
£20.00 - £40.00

38

Two camo nets, each approx. 22ft x 22ft (2)
£30.00 - £40.00

17

Leather double gun sleeve with braided leather
sling £80.00 - £120.00

39

Camouflage jacket and trousers, size Large;
Quantity of webbing ammunition magazine
pouches, holsters and belts £30.00 - £50.00

18

Fleece lined gun slip, max internal length 52 ins
£40.00 - £60.00

40

Heavy leather double gun slip, for guns with up to
30 ins barrels £50.00 - £100.00

19

Four various shooting sticks and a 12 bore
cleaning kit £25.00 - £30.00

41

Five hazel and stag horn shooting sticks £80.00 £120.00

20

Two gunslips £10.00 - £20.00

42

21

Box containing various stalking equipment: scope
mounts, gloves, ear defenders, big game scales,
Gerber knives, etc £30.00 - £50.00

Deer Hunter holdall; Extreme cold weather
sleeping bag, as new £20.00 - £30.00

43

Stitched leather Sam Browne belt, with sword frog
and shoulder strap £40.00 - £60.00

22

Box containing ferreting equipment: approx. 20
nets, 2 collars, ferret finder £20.00 - £30.00

44

Three gun slips £10.00 - £20.00

23

Box containing quantity of various gun parts to
include: springs, nipples, Parker Hale sights, sight
elements, sight covers, scope bases, magazine
springs, etc £50.00 - £80.00

45

Two boxes of assorted shooting related
equipment: Cartridge belts, Thinsulate gloves,
Bisley paper targets, scope rings, gun oil,
micrometers and other accessories £30.00 £50.00

24

Tan leather gun slip £30.00 - £40.00

46

Nine various forends (four for ejector guns) £20.00 £30.00
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47

Plano hard plastic shooters case containing rifle
rest and cleaning accessories £20.00 - £30.00

48

Rotec spraying kit, boxed £20.00 - £40.00

49

San Angelo adjustable rifle rest £30.00 - £35.00

50

SKAN chronoscope; quantity of Co2 capsules;
laser bore sighter (a/f), and two ammo tins £20.00 £40.00

73

.45 Lee reloading dies £20.00 - £30.00

74

Lyman Pro 1200 case tumbler; 3 x Lyman Turbo
tumbler media 6lb (2 x red, 1 x green) £40.00 £60.00

75

RCBS loading press and equipment; .223, .38 &
.44 reloading dies £50.00 - £60.00

76

50 capacity wooden cartridge storage box; Lee
powder scale, boxed as new; Lee powder thrower
(3) £30.00 - £40.00

77

Bowmans 12 bore reloader with quantity
accessories, wads, cards, percussion caps, gas
checks, dies, etc £40.00 - £60.00

51

Three piece recurve bow with approx. 30 arrows
£40.00 - £60.00

52

Murene (France) harpoon gun and bolt £20.00 £40.00

53

Two Game Face Bone Daddy paintball guns, as
new £20.00 - £40.00

78

54

Four steel knock down/reset air rifle targets;
Twister multi-target, as new £30.00 - £50.00

Four bags of 250 x 12 bore, Plaswads and four
bags of 1000 x 12 bore Plaswads £10.00 - £20.00

79

55

SMK multi shot air rifle target/pellet catcher, as
new £30.00 - £40.00

Turbo 1200 tumbler; Lee reloading press and
various other reloading equipment; .38 & .22 snap
caps £30.00 - £50.00

80

56

Five tins .20 pellets; H & N field target £10.00 £20.00

57

2000 approx. x .177 airgun pellets various £20.00 £40.00

Five various bullet moulds, 16 bore, .682, .578,
etc, together with a horn powder flask and double
leather and brass bandolier shot flask £30.00 £50.00

81

58

6000 x .177 'Beatall' air gun pellets in boxes of
500 £30.00 - £40.00

12 bore MEC cartridge loader, Model 761R £40.00
- £60.00

82

59

5100 x .177 & .22 Marksman, Milbro, Beatall and
other air pellets £30.00 - £50.00

60

1500 x .177 'Marksman' air gun pellets in boxes of
100 £20.00 - £40.00

Box containing 60mm Model L mortar carrying
harness; Lumex spotting scope; binoculars;
detachable shoulder stock (Thompson?) £30.00 £50.00

83

61

Smart reloader SR787 tumbler and case cleaner
£30.00 - £50.00

Mitutoyo caliper; Digital caliper; Micrometer
£30.00 - £50.00

84

62

100 x 7.62/.303 once fired brass cases; 100 x
.233 once fired brass cases; 53 x .303 once fired
brass cases £20.00 - £25.00

Box containing two MagLite torches, three bipods,
two mole traps, knives and three hip flasks £20.00
- £30.00

85

Four various bullet moulds £30.00 - £35.00

63

.58 Lyman hollow base semi wadcutter bullet
mould, boxed £50.00 - £60.00

86

Two powder measures, three various nipple keys,
wad punch, cartridge extractors £25.00 - £35.00

64

.32 S&W; .303 and other reloading dies £20.00 £30.00

87

12 bore Hercules roll turnover (a/f) £20.00 - £25.00

88

65

Lee 7.62 x 39 & 7.62 x 54 Russian reloading dies
£20.00 - £25.00

Quantity of 20 bore primed plastic cases and
quantity of wads £10.00 - £20.00

89

66

200 x .223 new brass cases for reloading; Large
quantity of plastic ammo boxes £30.00 - £40.00

Hardy extending gaffs and Hardy extending tailers
£20.00 - £25.00

90

50 x .380 new un primed revolver cases £10.00 £20.00

Four various landing nets; Orvis inflatable life vest;
large fishing umbrella £20.00 - £30.00

91

Hardy Marquis Salmon No.2 fly fishing reel; Hardy
Marquis #8/9 reel, each cased and with spare
spools £50.00 - £60.00

67
68

80 approx. x New Winchester WSSM cases
£10.00 - £20.00

69

100 x 7.62/.303 primed sized brass cases £20.00 £25.00

92

Hardy Marquis Salmon No.2 fly fishing reel with
spare spool, cased £30.00 - £50.00

70

Two lead melting pots, three lead ladles, Lyman
tumbler, case cleaning media, quantity of .357
once fired brass cases, etc £50.00 - £80.00

93

Hardy Graphite deluxe 7½ft two piece trout fly rod
#4/5; 8½ft Margaret N. Glasse two piece trout fly
rod #4/5 in rod tube (2) £30.00 - £50.00

71

7½ lbs approx. lead shot in cloth bag printed
WALKERS & PARKERS PATENT LEAD SHOT,
and other shot £30.00 - £50.00

94

Two split cane fly rods, three other fishing rods,
Intrepid Rimfly reel £20.00 - £40.00

95

Four canvas fishermans bags £20.00 - £30.00

72

Nine various CaseGard cases £10.00 - £20.00

96

19mm Heckler & Koch Model FHK-19 flare
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launcher, with fourteen coloured flares £50.00 £100.00

124

20-60 x 60 Optus spotting scope £30.00 - £50.00

125

6 x 40 Edgar Brothers rifle scope £20.00 - £25.00

97

Rotating pigeon magnet £20.00 - £30.00

126

98

Swedish hunting knife in blister pack; KATZ KT70
pocket knife, ivorine grip (2) £20.00 - £25.00

8 x 24 zoom Acuter spotting scope and tripod
£40.00 - £60.00

127

99

Barbour skeet vest in black, size 44 £20.00 £25.00

Victorinox Swiss Army Altimeter; Victorinox
Swiss Army Manager green with pen - as new
£20.00 - £40.00

128

Spare Lot

129

Spare Lot

130
Two Sight Mark Reflex sights, each boxed £20.00 - 131
£40.00

Spare Lot

103

Nine Nor-Lyx Classic gun wall locks with keys,
unused £30.00 - £40.00

132

104

Gun-Racks ten gun rotating display stand £30.00 £50.00

Leather gun case with John Blanch & Son trade
label, together with another leather gun case, both
for restoration (2) £30.00 - £50.00

133

105

Four oak and stag horn shooting sticks £60.00 £100.00

Tan leather cartridge magazine for approx. 200
cartridges, mounted replication Stephen Grant
trade label, with key £200.00 - £300.00

106

Ash shooting stick, stag horn handle inset with
Purdey head stamp, magnetic ferrule, 45 ins
overall £40.00 - £60.00

134

Canvas and leather gun case, green baize lined
fitted interior for up to 30½ ins barrels, Cogswell &
Harrison trade label, with key £80.00 - £120.00

107

Miscellaneous modern and antique loading tools
£20.00 - £30.00

135

108

Four various wooden handles turnscrews £20.00 £25.00

Lightweight canvas and leather gun case, fitted for
up to 30 ins barrels, Harrison & Hussey trade label
£60.00 - £80.00

136

Brass mounted canvas gun case, blue baize fitted
interior for up to 30 ins barrels, Joseph Harkom &
Son trade label, lid exterior imprinted Grant Suttie
£80.00 - £100.00

137

Canvas and leather gun case for a Westley
Richards Double Rifle, brass mounted with red
baize lined fitted interior for up to 24 ins barrels,
Westley Richards & Co. Ltd. 23 Conduit Street
London W1 trade label £150.00 - £250.00

100

Stan Baker barrel reader, 8 bore, 10 bore & 12
bore, cased £100.00 - £200.00

101

.22 blank dummy launcher £20.00 - £30.00

102

109

50 x assorted blanks and stripper clips £20.00 £25.00

110

Four various knock down air rifle targets £20.00 £40.00

111

Reproduction James Purdey & Son enamelled
sign, 27½ ins x 19½ ins £20.00 - £40.00

112

Parker Hale gun slip; leather cartridge belt £10.00 £20.00
138
Tasco 6-24 x 50 rifle scope £30.00 - £50.00

113

Leg O' mutton gun case for up to 30 ins barrels,
for restoration £20.00 - £30.00

Flamneau hard plastic rifle case; Brady canvas
and leather rifle slip, each with scope allowance
(2) £20.00 - £30.00

114

Nikko Stirling Nighteater scope alignment tool,
boxed as new £20.00 - £25.00

139

115

2.5-10 x 50 Schmidt & Bender rifle scope (30mm
tube) £250.00 - £350.00

Leather gun case for fitting and restoration, max
internal length 26¼ ins £30.00 - £40.00

140

116

1.5-6 x 42 B. Nickel Marburg/L Supra rifle scope,
z rail, no. 450888 £200.00 - £300.00

Oak, canvas and leather gun case, fitted interior
for up to 30 ins barrels £30.00 - £60.00

141

Red leather cartridge magazine £40.00 - £60.00

117

6 x 42 ZF Docter Optic rifle scope £100.00 £200.00

142

James Rambler canvas and leather cartridge
magazine, as new £50.00 - £60.00

118

6-18 x 50 Bushnell wide angel rifle scope £50.00 £60.00

143

Black leather gun case for up to 30 ins barrels, for
restoration £30.00 - £40.00

119

3-9 x 42 Optimate scope, as new £30.00 - £50.00

144

Pigskin leg o' mutton gun case £20.00 - £30.00

120

3-9 x 42 Optimate rifle scope, as new £30.00 £50.00

145

121

8 x 56 Hawke Eclipse 30 IR scope, as new £30.00
- £50.00

Canvas and leather Brady guncase, red baize
lined fitted interior for up to 30ins barrels £80.00 £100.00

146

122

3-9 x 40 Simmons scope; 4 x 15 Nikko Cadet
scope (2) £20.00 - £30.00

Oak and leather double gun case, claret red baize
lined fitted interior for two guns with up to 30ins
barrels, brass corners £100.00 - £200.00

123

4-12 x 40 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown scope
£30.00 - £40.00

147

Oak and leather gun case, brass mounted, red
baize lined fitted interior for up to 30 ins barrels,
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Purdey trade label and charges label for serial no.
21694 £200.00 - £250.00

barrels, John Rigby & Co 72 St. James' Street
London trade label £150.00 - £250.00

148

Leather gun case, brass mounted (exterior
stitching a/f), fitted interior for up to 29 ins barrels,
replication Purdey trade label £50.00 - £80.00

169

Tan coloured leatherette gun case by Gunmark,
fitted interior for up to 30 ins barrels £30.00 £50.00

149

Canvas and leather gun case for upto 30 ins
barrels, Charles & H. Weston (Brighton) trade
label £50.00 - £80.00

170

James Rambler canvas and leather cartridge
magazine, as new £50.00 - £60.00

171

Barbour tweed jacket, size M £30.00 - £50.00

150

Oak gun case, fitted interior for up to 30 ins
barrels, brass mounted with inset handle and
vacant brass shield, Rigby trade label £80.00 £120.00

172

Three tweed hats 'The Shandon', 'The House of
Bruar' and Norris of Penrith, each embellished with
flies £20.00 - £25.00

151

Canvas and leather gun case, claret baize lined
fitted interior for up to 30 ins barrels, replication
Purdey trade label £60.00 - £80.00

173

Beaver Derby Tweed shooting jacket, size 48 and
matching breeks, size 40 £30.00 - £40.00

174

Beaver Derby Tweed shooting waistcoat, size 50;
Moleskin trousers, size 40; Beretta breeks, size
40; another pair of breeks, two shooting ties,
socks and garters £30.00 - £50.00

175

Waxed cotton jacket, size XL; Beaver steel toe
boots, size 10 £30.00 - £40.00

176

Box containing quantity of various hats and caps
by Harkila, Beretta, Sealand, Barbour and others
£40.00 - £60.00

177

Filson Upland boots, size 10, Beretta trousers,
size 44, four various shirts, SAS cold weather
combat jacket and other clothing; Large black
Military deployment holdall and NASH holdall
£40.00 - £60.00

178

Pair Aigle wellingtons, size 39, boxed as new;
Two Napier skeet vests, sizes XXL & XL, as new
with tags; Two Champion thermal chequered
shirts, size M £20.00 - £30.00

179

Three waxed cotton jackets, sizes XL & XXL
£20.00 - £30.00

180

Three shooting coats, size L; Barbour moleskin
breeks, size 38, as new £30.00 - £40.00

181

Two .177 tin plate air rifles £20.00 - £30.00

182

.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle, open sights,
no. C28483 £20.00 - £30.00

183

.177 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, mounted 39 x 40 AGS scope £40.00 - £60.00

184

.22 Weihrauch HW35 break barrel air rifle,
mounyed 3-9 x 40 scope, no. 512586 £70.00 £90.00

152

Oak and leather gun case, brass mounted, interior
for relining for up to 28 ins barrels £60.00 - £80.00

153

Leather gun case, brass mounted, green baize
lined fitted interior for up to 30½ ins barrels,
Purdey trade label £80.00 - £120.00

154

Mahogany gun case, fitted interior for up to 30 ins
barrels, brass corners, inset ring handle, Westley
Richards trade label £100.00 - £200.00

155

Oak and leather cartridge magazine (approx 250
capacity), brass mounted, John Blanch & Son
trade label n.b. moth damage to interior £100.00 £150.00

156

Brady lightweight green canvas gun case, claret
baize lined fitted interior for up to 30 ins barrels
£60.00 - £80.00

157

Canvas and leather gun case, green baize lined
interior for up to 30 ins barrels £40.00 - £60.00

158

Canvas gun case for restoration, Stephen Grant
Trade label; Leather gun case for restoration,
Charles Hellis & Son trade label (2) £40.00 £60.00

159

Two leather leg o'mutton gun cases £20.00 £30.00

160

Winchester fabric and leather double gun case,
fitted for up to 30 ins barrels £80.00 - £120.00

161

Two gun transport boxes £20.00 - £25.00

162

Vinyl padded gun slip £10.00 - £20.00

163

Pigskin leg o’ mutton gun case, max internal
length 29,1/2 ins for restoration; light tan leather
gun slip, length 42 ins overall £20.00 - £30.00

185

Spare Lot

164

Brown vinyl gun case fitted for 28 ins barrels
£10.00 - £20.00

186

Spare Lot

187

165

Leather cartridge magazine, brass mounted with
securing straps, 15½ ins x 13½ ins x 6½ ins n.b.
presently locked with no key £100.00 - £150.00

.22 Sharp Ace underlever air rifle, 24 ins barrel
(milled for scope mount), semi pistol grip stock,
no. A567725 £150.00 - £200.00

188

.22 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle, mounted
4 x 20 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown scope £40.00 £60.00

189

.22 BSA Mercury Mk2 break barrel air rifle,
mounted 4 x 20 Nikko Stirling scope, no. ZB4485
£40.00 - £60.00

190

.177 Feinwerkbau Model 300 sidelever target air

166

Leather leg o' mutton gun case £20.00 - £30.00

167

Leather Leg o' mutton gun case with bridle, for up
to 28 ins barrels £20.00 - £30.00

168

Oak and leather double gun case, brass mounted
with red baize lined fitted interior for up to 30 ins
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rifle, 23 ins barrel, tunne foresight, aperture rear
sight, pistol grip target stock, no. 84274 £200.00 £250.00
191
192

hard plastic case and mains charger, no. 3590
£400.00 - £500.00

212
.177 BSA Lincoln Jefferies type underlever air rifle,
open sights, no. L16708 £70.00 - £100.00
213
.177 Titan PCP bolt action single shot air rifle,
mounted 4 x 32 Nikko Special scope, with bottle
214
adapter £50.00 - £80.00

.22 Chinese underlever air rifle, mounted 3-9 x WA
Kassnar scope £30.00 - £40.00
.177 Diana break barrel air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £40.00
.177 BSA Cadet Major break barrel air rifle, open
sights, painted stock, leather sling, no. CC34010
£30.00 - £50.00

193

.20 Sheridan pump up air rifle, mounted 4 x 28
scope, no. 342742 £20.00 - £40.00

215

194

.22 Chinese break barrel air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £40.00

.177 GEM break barrel air rifle, part octagonal
barrel, open sights £20.00 - £40.00

216

195

.22 Crosman TAC1 Extreme break barrel air rifle,
black synthetic stock, gun light, bipod, laser
sighter, mounted 3-9 x 32 scope, in soft padded
rifle slip, no. 407X 00251 £50.00 - £80.00

.22 Relum Tornado underlever air rifle, mounted 4
x 32 scope, no. 10289 £30.00 - £50.00

217

.177 Webley Jaguar break barrel air rifle, open
sights with scope rail n.b. action/stock poor fit
£30.00 - £50.00

196

.22 Diana Model 27 break barrel air rifle, open
sights £30.00 - £40.00

218

.177 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, Hawke
scope, no. G65935 £30.00 - £50.00

197

.22 Milbro G25 break barrel air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £40.00

219

.22 Snow Peak underlever air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £50.00

198

.22 Relum Tornado underlever air rifle, no. 39115
£30.00 - £40.00

220

199

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, no 0602030 £30.00 £40.00
221
.22 Westlake break barrel air rifle, mounted 4 x 40
Sterling wide angle scope £30.00 - £40.00
222

.177 Original Model 16 tin plate break barrel air
rifle; .177 Diana Model 15 break barrel air rifle (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

200
201

.22 Webley Hawk Mk3 break barrel air rifle, no.
550086 £40.00 - £60.00

202

.22 Parker Hale Phoenix Mk1 pneumatic air rifle,
rotary magazine, air bottle and accessories,
No.00015 £50.00 - £80.00

203

.22 Gamo Paratrooper Mk1 break barrel air rifle,
pistol grip stock, open sights, no. 769577 £40.00 £60.00

204

.22 Chinese Shanghai B2 break barrel air rifle,
open foresight £30.00 - £40.00

205

.22 BSA Supersport SE break barrel air rifle, no.
742321 £50.00 - £80.00

206

.22 BSA break barrel air rifle, silencer, mounted 39 x 40 Optik scope with flip up covers, no.
DR02694 £40.00 - £60.00

207

.22 ASI Sniper Algamo break barrel air rifle, ramp
foresight, No.179116 £30.00 - £40.00

208

.22 Air Wolf break barrel air rifle, adjustable sights
£30.00 - £40.00

209

.177 Webley Longbow break barrel air rifle
(Birmingham made), threaded barrel with muzzle
break, Monte Carlo stock, mounted 4-12 x 40
Simmons scope, no. 923697 £80.00 - £100.00

210
211

.177 Webley & Scott Juniour break barrel air rifle,
painted stock (a/f) £20.00 - £40.00
.177 Daystate Airwolf MCT Map Compensated
Tech multi shot pre charged air rifle, carbon effect
silencer, pistol grip thumbhole stock, mounted 3-9
x 40 scope, complete with spare rotary magazine,
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.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, mounted
scope £50.00 - £70.00
.22 Webley Hawk Mk3 break barrel air rifle,
mounted 3-9 x 32 Vista scope £40.00 - £60.00

223

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, 4 x 15 scope £30.00
- £50.00

224

.22 SMK underlever air rifle, mounted Tasco scope
£40.00 - £60.00

225

.22 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle, no. B69770
£20.00 - £30.00

226

.22 Diana 70 Mod 77 break barrel air rifle, open
sights £30.00 - £40.00

227

.177 Cometa Especial Carabina Mod 5 break
barrel air rifle, open sights, No.18821 £30.00 £40.00

228

.177 Baikal IJ38 break barrel air rifle, open sights,
No.9140788 £30.00 - £40.00

229

.177 Haenel Mod 1 DRP break barrel air rifle, open
sights £30.00 - £40.00

230

.177 BAM B5-3 pump up air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £50.00

231

.22 BAM B5-3 pump up air rifle, open sights
£30.00 - £50.00

232

.22 Webley Hawk air rifle; .22 BSA Airsporter air
rifle; .22 Relum air rifle; .22 Chinese air rifle (4)
£40.00 - £60.00

233

.22 BSA Mercury break barrel air rifle, no. 4762
£40.00 - £60.00

234

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle (trigger a/f),
no. TE29231 £10.00 - £20.00

235

.22 Webley Mk3 underlever air rifle, no. B1374

£40.00 - £60.00

no. 72920 £60.00 - £80.00

236

**Withdrawn - RTV** .177 Cometa Model 50 break
barrel air rifle, mounted 4 x 20 scope, no.
21C1197806 £30.00 - £50.00

259

.177 Gem forward lever dolls head opening break
barrel air rifle, two stage barrel, nickel finish
(worn), steel butt plate, no. 88216 £60.00 - £80.00

237

.22 Original Model 25 break barrel air rifle, tunnel
foresight, mounted 4 x 20 Original Mod 7 scope,
no. 0866 £40.00 - £50.00

260

Spare Lot

261

.22 Webley Mk2 air pistol (action a/f), with
quantity of pellets targets and pellet catcher
£30.00 - £50.00

238
239

Three Diana Model 1 tin plate break barrel air rifles
(all a/f) £20.00 - £25.00
262
.177 Baikal NK38 break barrel air rifle, open
sights, no. 90199856 £20.00 - £30.00
263

.177 Crosman 357 Co2 multi shot air pistol, black
plastic grips £30.00 - £50.00
.22 Webley Typhoon break barrel target air pistol,
synthetic pistol grip, user instructions, with pellet
trap and quantity of targets £50.00 - £80.00

240

.177 BSA Cadet Major break barrel air rifle, open
sights, no. C16699 £30.00 - £40.00

241

.22 Diana Model 27 break barrel air rifle, open
sights, no. 275030D £30.00 - £40.00

264

.177 Early Diana break barrel air pistol, open
sights £30.00 - £50.00

242

Two pre war .177 Diana Model 22 break barrel ir
rifles (both a/f) £20.00 - £25.00

265

.22 Webley Typhoon air pistol, brown grips, rear
mounted scope £40.00 - £60.00

243

.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle, no. BC22476 266
£30.00 - £40.00

244

.22 Relum Model LG527 break barrel air rifle, open
267
sights, no.25998 £30.00 - £40.00

.177 Webley & Scott Mark 1 air pistol c.1925,
stamped with worldwide patents, wood grips, no.
29170 £60.00 - £100.00

245

.177/BB Crosman Model 766 pump up repeating
air rifle, mounted 4 x 20 SMK scope, no.
280260811 £40.00 - £50.00

246

Crosman pump up air rifle a/f; .177 BSA Cadet
berak barrel air rifle a/f (2) £20.00 - £30.00

247

.22 Chinese break barrel air rifle with 4 x 28
Seagull scope, boxed £30.00 - £40.00

248

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, open sights,
no. TF24291 with foam padded rifle slip £40.00 £50.00

249

.177 Stoeger Model X10 break barrel air rifle,
mounted 4 x 32 scope, no. STG0808802 £40.00 £60.00

250

.22 Air Arms S400 pre charged single shot air rifle,
silencer, leather sling, mounted 3-9 x 40 Hawke
scope, no. 037722 £100.00 - £200.00

251

.22 Original Model 35 break barrel air rifle (cocking
lever a/f) tunnel foresight, ramp rear sights, no.
81737 £30.00 - £40.00

252

.22 Gunmark Phantom break barrel air rifle, no.
C38595 £50.00 - £80.00

253

.22 Diana break barrel air rifle, mounted SMK 4x32
scope £30.00 - £40.00

254

.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle, no. CC07796
£30.00 - £50.00

255

.177 Diana Model 16 break barrel air rifle (a/f)
£10.00 - £20.00

256

268

.177 Walther LP53 break barrel air pistol,
ergonomic grips, cocking aid, cleaning rod,
pellets, cased £80.00 - £120.00

269

.177 Walther CP88 Year 2000 Commemorative
Edition Co2 semi automatic pistol, in maker's hard
plastic case with two 8 shot rotary magazines and
pellets, as new, no. F2000-0002 £100.00 - £150.00

270

.177 Umarex Beretta Model 92 FS Co2 semi
automatic pistol, in maker's hard plastic case with
two 8 shot rotary magazines and quantity of Co2
capsules, as new, no. 21417844 £80.00 - £120.00

271

6mm BB Airsoft Colt Series 80 Mk4 air pistol,
boxed as new £30.00 - £50.00

272

6mm BB Dan Wesson 6 shot Co2 revolver, 4 ins
barrel, nickel finish, composite grips, no.
09L03498 with quantity of brass cartridges and
BB's in Plano hard plastic case £60.00 - £80.00

273

Airsoft Luger Po8, BB, Co2, air pistol, boxed
£20.00 - £30.00

274

.177 GT RO72 break barrel target air pistol, tunnel
and ramp sights, no. 146938 £30.00 - £40.00

275

.177 GT RO71 break barrel air pistol, brown plastic
grips, no. 15044 £20.00 - £40.00

276

.177 Crosman H9A underlever pump up air pistol,
wood grips, no. S03700881 £70.00 - £90.00

277
.177 Millita break barrel air rifle, part octagonal
sighted barrel, chequered hand, impressed ROBIN
HOOD to stock, steel butt plate £100.00 - £150.00 278

257

.177 Daisy tin plate break barrel air rifle £20.00 £30.00

258

.177 Gem break barrel dolls head opening air rifle,
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.177 Baikal MP-654K (Walther PPK) semi
automatic Co2 pistol, chequered black plastic
grips, no. T9967864 £80.00 - £120.00

.177 Crosman/Sheridan E9A early Co2 air pistol,
no. 104700489 £70.00 - £90.00
.177 Gamo PT80 Co2 repeating air pistol, no.
17480-01 £30.00 - £40.00

279

.22 SMK XS26 break barrel air pistol, cocking aid,
synthetic pistol grip £40.00 - £60.00

280

.177/BB Webley Stinger air pistol £50.00 - £60.00

281
282

.177 Healthways Topscore 175 overlever air pistol, 309
no. 0446846 £40.00 - £60.00
310
.22 Crosman Medalist pump up air pistol, silencer, 311
no. 08820368 £40.00 - £60.00

283

.177 Gamo Model PR15 overlever pump up air
pistol, no. 0491310 £40.00 - £60.00

284

.177 F.A.S. AP604 overlever pump up target air
pistol, wood grips, no. 3911 £70.00 - £90.00

Spare Lot
Spare Lot
9mm Pietta Colt Navy blank firing six shot revolver,
action with colour, brass frame, wood grips. This
Lot is offered for the purposes of historical
reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with
the VCR Act 2006 £40.00 - £60.00

312

8mm Valtro Model AP92 Army blank firing semi
automatic pistol, no. B96, in maker's hard plastic
case. This Lot is offered for the purposes of
historical reenactment or theatrical use in
accordance with the VCR Act 2006 £50.00 £80.00

313

.22 Webley & Scott blank firing starting pistol, 6
shot magazine, in original box. This Lot is offered
for the purposes of historical re-enactment or
theatrical use in accordance with the VCR Act
2006 £30.00 - £50.00

314

9mm Pietta Colt 1851 Sheriff blank firing six shot
revolver, brass frame, wood grips. This Lot is
offered for the purposes of historical reenactment
or theatrical use in accordance with the VCR Act
2006 £40.00 - £60.00

285

.177 SMK G.1015 repeating air pistol, no.
92274637 £30.00 - £40.00

286

.22 Original Model 5 target air pistol, tunnel
foresight, grey plastic grips £70.00 - £90.00

287

.177 Crosman 357 Co2 revolver air pistol, brown
plastic grips, no. 392329035 £30.00 - £50.00

288

.22 BSA Scorpion Mk1 break barrel air pistol,
tunnel foresight, cocking aid, no. RA4305 £70.00 £90.00

289

.177 Gamo PT80 Co2 air pistol, no. 007707-03
£30.00 - £50.00

290

.22 Original Model 5 target air pistol, brown plastic
grips, no. 01-74 £70.00 - £90.00

291

.177 SKIF A-3000 Co2 air pistol, no. 2596 £30.00 - 315
£50.00

292

.177 Gamo R-77 Combat Co2 revolver, black
rubber grips, no. 1936-04 £30.00 - £40.00

293

.177/BB Daisy Powerline Model 15XT Co2 air
pistol, no. 00880 £30.00 - £40.00

316

.22 Hy-Score target overlever pump up air pistol
(minor repair to grip), no. 895796 £70.00 - £90.00

.22 Webley Sport starting pistol with pellets and
cleaning rod in original box £30.00 - £40.00

317

Western holster rig (right handed): tooled leather
belt and holster eighteen loops with dummy
rounds, with replica percussion revolver. This Lot
is offered for the purposes of historical reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with the
VCR Act 2006 £30.00 - £50.00

318

African type presentation bow with arrows and
quiver; Reproduction blunderbus, combination
flintlock sword pistol, Jambiya, Katana (5) This Lot
is offered for the purposes of historical
reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with
the VCR Act 2006 £20.00 - £30.00

319

Replica tin plate over and under flintlock pistol,
probably Moroccan, c.1900, wood grips with
lanyard ring, 10 ins overall £20.00 - £30.00

320

Western holster rig: leather belt and holster, with
two replica Peacemaker revolvers. This Lot is
offered for the purposes of historical re-enactment
or theatrical use in accordance with the VCR Act
2006 £20.00 - £40.00

321

Whitby Original Bowie knife, 7 ins clipped blade,
leather sheath; 'Arkansas Toothpick' by Whitby,
8¼ ins single edged clipped blade, leather sheath;
Dakota 'General Custer' memorial knife, 10½ ins
blade, wood grips, leather sheath (3) £40.00 £60.00

322

Bowie type knife, 8 ins single edged clipped
fullered blade, bound leather and bone grips,

294
295

.22 BSA Scorpion break barrel air pistol, no.
RB12731 £70.00 - £90.00

296

.177 Briton tin plate air pistol £30.00 - £40.00

297

.177 Diana Model 2 air pistol; Harrington GAT air
pistol (2) £40.00 - £60.00

298

.177 Gat air pistol in original box £30.00 - £50.00

299

.177 Original Model 6 target air pistol (action a/f),
ramp sights, target grips, no. 07527 £30.00 £40.00

300

.177 Crosman single shot air pistol, boxed with
instructions and quantity of pellets £30.00 - £40.00

301

Healthways TopScore 175 BB air pistol, no.
1029979 £20.00 - £30.00

302

.22 BSA Scorpion break barrel air pistol with
thumb hole stock £40.00 - £60.00

303

.177 Crosman E9A Series-4, air pistol £30.00 £40.00

304

.22 Webley Premier air pistol (Series E, 1974), no.
925 £40.00 - £60.00

305

.177 Webley Senior air pistol, in original box with
instructions £40.00 - £60.00

306

Spare Lot

307

Spare Lot

308

Spare Lot
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8mm Valtro Model 85 Combat blank firing semi
automatic pistol, black chequered grips. This Lot
is offered for the purposes of historical reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with the
VCR Act 2006 £40.00 - £60.00

together with a Classic Blades (USA) sheath knife
(2) £30.00 - £50.00
323

Seven various sheath knives £30.00 - £50.00

324

Twelve various penknives and multitools,
Leatherman, Whitby & Co., Camillus and others
£30.00 - £50.00

325

African Mace, steel banded decoration, 58 ins
overall; Two African Knobkerries; Malay Kris;
Skean Dhu knife (5) £40.00 - £60.00

326

Indonesian knife with decorated grips and
decorated wooden sheath £20.00 - £30.00

327

Judian kukri with wood grips in leather scabbard
(a/f) with two skinning knives; sheath knife with
deer hoof grips in leather sheath £30.00 - £50.00

328
329

330

Eastern style side arm dagger, 12 ins hammer
steel double edged blade with etched inscription
decoration, brass studded leather grips £30.00 £50.00
German officer's paper knife, chromed blade, 5,1/2
ins blade, brass pommel and grip in presentation
box £30.00 - £40.00

332

Brown Bess type socket bayonet, 15,1/2 ins tri
formed blade, India pattern retaining spring £40.00 £60.00

333

British 1888 Pattern Mk1 Type II bayonet, 12 ins
double edged blade stamped Wilkinson, London
12 93, and with broad arrow and other ordnance
markings, brass studded wood grips, metal
mounted leather scabbard £60.00 - £80.00

335

336

342

Swiss M1889 bayonet , 11,3/4 ins polished single
edged fullered blade with scabbard button,
stamped WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN and
numbered 221963, studded wood grips, metal
scabbard £50.00 - £80.00

343

Enfield 1913 Pattern bayonet, 17 ins single edged
fullered blade stamped 1913 12 15 Remington,
and with broad and other ordnance markings,
metal studded wood grips, in metal mounted
leather scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

344

Chassepot bayonet, 22½ ins blade; Anderson
bayonet, 11¾ ins blade, leather scabbard; Kukri
knife (3) £40.00 - £60.00

Trench art dagger from bayonet blade in wood and
leather scabbard £20.00 - £30.00
345
Afghan Choora, 8½ ins steel blade, decorate steel
and bone handled hilt, in decorated leather
covered wooden sheath £30.00 - £50.00

331

334

fullered single edge blade, composite grips;
Enfield No.4 Mk2 Spike bayonet, metal scabbard
(2) £50.00 - £80.00

Enfield 1907 pattern bayonet, 17 ins single edged
fullered blade, stamped with ordnance markings,
wood grips, metal mounted leather scabbard;
Portuguese M1885 type bayonet, 18½ ins single
edged fullered blade, wood grips, metal scabbard
(2) £50.00 - £60.00

346

Belgian FN FAL rifle bayonet, 7 ins double edged
blade, wood grips, marked X2 E1 9968, metal
scabbard; U.S. M5-A1 type bayonet, 6½ ins
balde, black plastic grips, leather sheath (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

347

Swiss K31 type bayonet, 11¾ ins double edged
blade stamped ELSENER SCHWYZ, studded
wood grips, metal scabbard, no. 866267 £50.00 £80.00

348

WWI Enfield bayonet, 17 ins fullered blade with
ordnance marks, wood grips in metal mounted
leather scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

349

M1874 Gras bayonet, 20½ ins single edged flat
topped blade inscribed Steyr 1878, wood and
brass grip £30.00 - £40.00

Turkish M1890 Mauser bayonet, 17,3/4 ins fullered
blade, drop quillon, wood grips, numerous stamps
350
and markings £40.00 - £50.00

WWI British 1907 pattern bayonet, 17 ins blade
stamped 1907 with numerous ordnance markings,
wood grips, metal mounted leather scabbard with
canvas frog £50.00 - £80.00

German S98 type "Butcher" bayonet, 14,1/2 ins
bolo type single edged fullered blade stamped
STAHLBLUME over crest, with other markings,
steel mounted leather scabbard £50.00 - £80.00

351

German third pattern bayonet, 10 ins blacked
single edged fullered blade, wood grips, steel
scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

Yugoslavian Mauser (K98) M48 bayonet, 10 ins
fullered blade, wood grips, steel scabbard £30.00 £50.00

352

Enfield P1856 bayonet, 23 ins chromed fullered
blade, various military stamps and markings
£40.00 - £60.00

353

German dress bayonet, 9¾ ins single edged
polished fullered blade stamped Robert Klaas
Solingen, black chequered grips, in metal
scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

354

French Lebel bayonet, 20½ ins blade dated 1876,
brass and wood grips, in metal scabbard £40.00 £50.00

355

US M1 Garand bayonet, ricasso stamped AFH
(American Fork & Hoe) US., c.1943 in FKF
Danish wood grain scabbard £30.00 - £50.00

337

French Chassepot bayonet, 22,3/4 ins typical
blade, brass grips, steel scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

338

Gras bayonet dated 1877, 20,1/2 ins top flat
inscribed blade, brass and wood grips, with leather
frog and steel scabbard, numerous stamps and
markings £50.00 - £80.00

339

British 1853 Pattern (Yataghan) sword bayonet,
23,3/4 ins waved fullered single edged blade,
metal mounted leather scabbard £60.00 - £80.00

340

British 1853 Enfield socket bayonet, 17,1/2 ins triformed blade £40.00 - £60.00

341

British No.7 Mk1 bayonet, 7,3/4 ins clipped
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356

French Lebel bayonet, dated 1878, metal
scabbard, matching numbers AB24473 £30.00 £50.00

arm, 19 ins double edged blade £60.00 - £80.00

357

Chassepot bayonet dated 1866, brass grips, metal
scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

358

Two WWI Mauser bayonets each with a 14½ ins
fullered bolo blade by Frister & Rossman and R.
Stock & Co., wood grips and metal scabbards
£50.00 - £80.00

359

360

Chinese style sword, 28½ ins single edged
straight blade, embossed tsuba, wood grips,
leatherette scabbard; Enfield bayonet, 17 ins
single edged fullered blade by Wilkinson,
Ordnance markings, wood grips, metal mounted
leather scabbard (2) £50.00 - £80.00
Dress sword, 33 ins slightly curved part fullered
single edged blade, etched decoration and
inscribed In Testimony of their Respect and
Esteem This Sword is Presented to Captain
Joseph Bottomley No.1 Company 6th West York
Rifle Volunteers..., the the enclosed hilt decorated
with acanthus scrolls oak leaves and the
Bottomley crest, wired shagreen grip, embossed
pommel and back strap, in ornately engraved
metal scabbard £100.00 - £200.00

370

Soviet Russian cavalry shasqua, 32 ins slightly
curved single edged fullered blade stamped 1934,
brass hilt also with date stamp and other
markings, ribbed wooden grip, brass pommel,
brass mounted leather scabbard with mounted
Mosin Nagant quattro formed socket bayonet
£150.00 - £250.00

371

Prussian Model 1889 Officers parade saber, 29 ins
double fullered chromed single edged blade, brass
hilt with hinged guard Empire eagle and Wilhelm II
cypher, wrapped wired grips, brass pommel, in
painted steel scabbard £100.00 - £150.00

372

1862 American Cavalry sabre, 34 ins slightly
curved single edged fullered blade stamped US.
ADK 1862 AMES MFGCo. CHICOPEE MASS.
three branch swept brass hilt, brass wired leather
grip, fitted steel scabbard £100.00 - £150.00

373

Early American dragoon troopers sabre c.1800,
32½ ins slightly curved broad fullered blade, steel
hilt with stirrup pattern hand guard, wood grips, in
fitted steel scabbard £100.00 - £150.00

374

19th Century French Hussar light cavalry tunic, by
Aristide Boyer Marseille, applied braided front and
cuff decoration n.b. moth damage £50.00 - £100.00

361

Sword stick, 27 ins tapered single edged fullered
blade, etched scroll decoration marked TOLEDO,
top flat stamped Made In Germany, painted
wooden shaft and handle, 36 ins overall £60.00 £80.00

375

Honourable Artillery Company dress sword, 33 ins
slightly curved fullered single edged blade with
etched decoration, Ricasso etched Ensign
Bottomley, four bar hilt, wired shagreen grips,
metal scabbard £100.00 - £150.00

362

Collins & Co. Legitimus machete, 15 ins blade
stamped Made In USA, no. 1250, in leather
scabbard dated 1945 £30.00 - £50.00

376

Framed and glazed "Henry's Patent Repeating
Rifle" advertising poster, 15 ins x 17½ ins £20.00 £30.00

363

Early Chinese or Tibetan Trousse, 6¾ ins steel
377
blade, white metal studded wooden grips, the
wooden sheath brass mounted and bound with two
378
double brass rings, holding a pair of ivory
chopsticks, 13 ins overall £80.00 - £120.00

364

Framed and glazed hand coloured engraving after
H. Alken 'The Death' hunting scene £20.00 - £30.00
Series of four framed and glazed prints by A.
Thorburn: Woodcock in Winter; Black Cock and
Grey Hen; Mallard Rising; Pheasants, together
with two other prints (6) £20.00 - £40.00

Eastern style dagger, the 7 ins slightly curved
single edged one piece alloy blade and grip, each
side inlaid with white metal vine and fish
decoration, 10¾ ins overall £30.00 - £50.00

379

365

Sudenese bracelet dagger and leather sheath;
Gladious style side arm (a/f); double edge short
sword blade (no hilt, badly rusted) £30.00 - £50.00

Twelve framed and glazed replication gun makers
trade labels: Blanch & Son; Henry Atkin; Purdey,
and others £30.00 - £50.00

380

Three framed and glazed water colours of shooting
scenes, signed Josephine Copley £30.00 - £60.00

366

WWII Japanese military Katana (probably older
blade, unmarked tang), 27 ins curved blade,
distinct hamon and kissaki (rust affected), solid
decorated tsuba, ito over sharkskin same, in metal
mounted saya £500.00 - £800.00

381

WWII 2-pdr 'Pom Pom' proof shell (inert) £20.00 £25.00

382

120mm Battalion Anti-Tank gun inert round,
hardwood and brass construction, the base
stamped "DRILL L6A1 120M MBAT GE 1976" 45
ins overall £150.00 - £250.00

383

Three factory ammunitions boxes, .303 & .308
£30.00 - £40.00

367

368

369

Japanese Katana, 28 ins curved blade, indistinct
hamon, copper habaki, log and floral embossed
tsuba, black ito over same with brass menuki, in
decorated laquered saya (a/f) £500.00 - £700.00

384
Japanese Tanto, 10 ins slightly curved blade
385
(some rust action), slotted tsuba, brown ito over
same with menuki, laquered saya £80.00 - £120.00
386
French Infantry Gladius 1831 pattern type side
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Spare Lot
1916 Sp 255 brass cannon shell; 6 Pr brass
cannon shell (2) £20.00 - £30.00
2 bore Eley Nobel primed paper case, length 8¼
ins £80.00 - £100.00

387

**Amended description** - 6 x 30mm ADEN
Cannon shell cases £40.00 - £60.00

388

120mm Battalion Anti-Tank gun inert round,
hardwood and brass construction, the base
stamped "DRILL L6A1 120M MBAT GE 1976" 45
ins overall £150.00 - £250.00

389

20 bore (reloadable) brass case by Geo. Roth
Vienna £20.00 - £25.00

390

Disk striker removal tool, bone handle, 7¼ ins
overall; chromed set of muzzle stoppers £40.00 £60.00

410

Twelve reproduction trade labels: Wm Moore &
Grey; Joseph Manton; Westley Richards & Co.;
Colt's; Holland & Holland, and others £30.00 £50.00

411

Two Remington advertising signs: 'The
Gamekeeper' & 'Overseeing Phesants With His
Patient Black Labrador' 12 ins x 16 ins (2) £20.00 £40.00

412

Naval & RAF WWII poster of ships, military issue
tin and unit stickers £20.00 - £30.00

413

Framed and glazed Norma Africa Big Game
cartridge display board £30.00 - £50.00

391

Forty various gun locks £60.00 - £80.00

392

Pair of trigger pull regulating spring balances
£20.00 - £30.00

414

Large Rainbow trout mounted in glass case,
caught at Worcester, April 1966 £30.00 - £50.00

393

Victorian air cane, black painted outer, brass
smooth and rifled barrels, button trigger, with steel
hand pump £100.00 - £200.00

415

394

**Amended description** 17th Century style
Flemish crossbow, crude double set trigger
mechanism, brass channel, iron furniture, length
34½ ins overall £50.00 - £80.00

R. & J. Beck Ltd. Mk2 Tank scope no. 1158;
Avimo military sight tester, no. 242; Zeiss 6x30
Marineglas monocular (all a/f); brass compass by
Stanley London £50.00 - £100.00

416

Elcan Specter DR 1-4 X Articulated Telescope SU
230/PVS, no. 1240-01-533-0939 £100.00 - £200.00

417

WWII German Knights Cross, dated 1939 with
envelope and ribbon; Luftwaffe Cap Eagle brooch;
Nazi 1939 War Merit Medal (3) £50.00 - £100.00

418

H.M.S. Ark Royal, sailor's cap; H.M.S.
Collingwood, sailor's cap, and other various
services caps; US Army M1 Type 1 infantry
helmet and two service caps £30.00 - £50.00

419

WWI leather pistol holster; canvas .303 bandolier
£30.00 - £40.00

395

Mauser K98 rifle stock, fitted bayonet lug £30.00 £50.00

396

Snider type stock (3 band), brass trigger guard
and butt plate, 50½ ins overall £20.00 - £40.00

397

19th Century canvas covered wooden powder keg
bearing indistinct coat of arms, h. 20½ ins £20.00 £30.00

398

Three brass powder and shot measures, each with
420
wooden handles £20.00 - £40.00

399

Two Sykes .410 & 12 bore roll turnovers; three
capper/decapper tools £30.00 - £40.00

400

Dixon & Sons leather and brass shot flask; copper
and brass powder flask (2) £40.00 - £60.00

Vintage 4x rifle scope by Wollensak, brass tube,
name placques read 4 POWER RIFLESCOPE
and WOLLENSAK ROCHESTER, USA,
adjustable steel mounts, 15 ¼ ins overall £100.00 £200.00

421

Wartime field telephone £20.00 - £30.00

401

Chromed oil bottle by Army & Navy, the top
stamped A&N C.S.Ld. London £30.00 - £50.00

422

Steel lobster pot helmet; Persian steel helmet (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

402

12 bore brass roll turnover by Ward & Sons
Sheffield; 12 bore brass capper/decapper £40.00 £60.00

423

Jefferies Norwich 12 bore cartridge loading tool,
Pat. No. 1900, plus another loading tool £30.00 £50.00

403

12 bore painted brass roll/turnover, plus another
(a/f) £30.00 - £40.00

424

Twelve pairs of hammer gun locks by Hawkes,
Hollis, Nokes and others £80.00 - £120.00

404

Four various roll turnover and capper decapper
tools £40.00 - £60.00

425

405

Victorian oiler of square form, nickel plated finish,
h.2½ ins £80.00 - £120.00

Two Nickle plated oil bottles, each cap stamped J.
Purdey & Sons London, together with a pair of 12
bore Purdey snap caps £60.00 - £80.00

426

406

Round pewter oiler, 1¾ ins diameter, the dipper
inscribed Holland & Holland £100.00 - £200.00

Copper and brass minature powder flask by
Sykes, sprung top and suspension ring, 3 ins
overall £70.00 - £90.00

407

Large round pewter oiler by G & J W Hawksley
Sheffield, 2 ins diameter £100.00 - £200.00

427

Pair of ivorine Kynoch box openers £30.00 £50.00

408

Holland & Holland 98 New Bond Street trade label; 428
F. Beesley London trade label (2) £20.00 - £40.00

409

Twelve reproduction trade labels: John Rigby &
Co.; J. & W. Tolley; Winchester Repeating Rifles;
P. Webley & Sons, and others £30.00 - £50.00
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429

Four painted glass panels of hunting scenes, each
measures 5 ins x 4ins, signed J. F. Herring. Sen
£40.00 - £60.00
Sterling silver money clip by James Purdey &
Sons, shaped and engraved in the form of a
sidelock action, bearing oversized hallmarks, new

and unused in maker's presentation box £200.00 £300.00

453

Sierra, Hornady, Nosler and other reloading guides
£10.00 - £20.00

430

WAGBI (BASC) enamel and chrome grille badge
(enamel a/f) £20.00 - £30.00

454

431

WWII Nazi Iron Cross with ribbon, two piece
construction, stamped 1939/1813; WWI Iron
Cross with ribbon, two piece construction, Crown
W 1914, FW beneath Crown, oak leaf 1813 (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

22 Vols: Firearms, Guns and Gunsmithing, Rough
Shooting, and other shooting related titles £20.00 £25.00

455

ARS Mechanica the Ultimate FN Book, hardback
£30.00 - £40.00

456

14 vols. 'Letters to Young Shooters'; 'Book of
Shotguns'; and twelve other shooting related titles
£10.00 - £20.00

457

13 Vols. Shooting related titles, 1930's to 1970's,
mostly American £20.00 - £25.00

432

433

1939 Nazi War Merit Cross with swords; 1939
Nazi WWII metal wound badge; 1939 Waffen SS
brass plate by Muller; Combatatants Cross of
Honour 1914/18 (4) £60.00 - £80.00

458
WWI & WWII War Medals: 1914/15 Star; Atlantic
Star; Campaign Medal; 16th Bn London Regiment
cap badge; French War Medal, and others £40.00 459
£60.00

434

Two bronze Bell medals, presented by The
Society of Miniature Rifle Clubs £60.00 - £80.00

435

Vintage fly case by Alfred & Son containing
quantity of flies £20.00 - £30.00

436

Seven vintage fishing reels; Hardy Nymph
Selection fly case and flies; Vintage aluminium fly
case containing quantity of flies £30.00 - £50.00

437

35 binders of Guns Review magazines, each
containing twelve magazines for that year 19621996 £50.00 - £100.00
Three folios of limited edition prints by Remington:
Great Hunting Dogs; North American Big Game;
Game Birds, 36 landscape prints in total £50.00 £100.00

460

Spare Lot

461

14 bore percussion service pistol, 8,1/2 ins barrel,
full stocked with captive ramrod, steel lock dolphin
hammer, brass furniture with lanyard ring, 16 ins
overall £200.00 - £250.00

Fluted copper and brass powder flask, 8½ ins
overall; Stitched and decorated leather shot flask,
9 ins overall (2) £40.00 - £60.00

462

80 bore & 50 bore percussion pocket pistols,
octagonal turn off barrels, both a/f (2) £50.00 £80.00

438

Sykes/Hawksley leather shot flask, and another
similar (2) £30.00 - £40.00

463

439

Large caliber brass bullet mould by S. Maw, Son
& Thompson, London £20.00 - £40.00

440

Two cartridge speedloaders; two wool mops in
Parker Hale nickel plated expanding brush covers
£30.00 - £40.00

32 bore flintlock pistol by Joseph Tirebuck, 4 ins
(shortened) octagonal barrel indistinctly marked
London, now full stocked with later ramrod, steel
lock inscribed TIREBUCK, steel furniture with
chequered bag shaped grips, 9 ins overall £150.00
- £250.00

464

**Amended description** Percussion (converted
from 6mm Flobert (rf)) saloon pistol, 8½ ins
octagonal barrel, half stocked, centre hammer,
rear mounted peep sight, scroll furniture, the
chequered butt mounted in converted pistol grip
stock (Section 5 licence required) £100.00 £200.00

465

9mm Belgian pinfire double action closed frame
six shot reveolver, 5½ ins barrel, captive ramrod,
scroll engraved frame and cylinder, ebonised bag
shaped grips, 10½ ins overall £300.00 - £400.00

466

11mm Guardian American Model 1878 double
action five shot pinfire revolver, 4 ins octagonal
barrel, captive ramrod, steel frame, birds beak
chequered wood grips £350.00 - £450.00

467

9mm Clement double action 5 shot pinfire revolver,
3,5/8 ins octagonal barrel, captive ramrod, folding
trigger, ebony birds beak grips, 8 ins overall
£150.00 - £250.00

468

11mm Belgian pinfire revolver, 5¼ ins barrel, 6
shot chamber, sidegate loading (extractor
missing), hardwood grips with lanyard ring £40.00 £60.00

469

7mm Belgian pinfire revolver, 3,1/8 ins octagonal

441

Copper and brass powder flask, relief decoration,
7¾ ins overall £30.00 - £40.00

442

Nine various horn powder and shot flasks £40.00 £60.00

443

Large quantity of 9mm inspection rounds
Spotter/Tracer L3A1 in boxes; quantity of
experimental once fired tracer cases £30.00 £50.00

444

Clements wooden rattle marked ARP W.
CLEMENTS &SONS 1939 £20.00 - £30.00

445

Five various gin traps £30.00 - £50.00

446

Four various military helmets and mosquito net
£40.00 - £60.00

447

Spare Lot

448

Spare Lot

449

Spare Lot

450

Spare Lot

451

23 Vols: Shooting, weapons, and other related
titles £20.00 - £25.00

452

3 Vols. Waffen SS £10.00 - £20.00
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barrel, 6 shot chamber, sidegate loading (extractor
missing), folding trigger, hardwood grips £40.00 £60.00
470

471

472

473

474

475

476

477

overall £600.00 - £800.00
478

20 bore Miquelet pistol, 10½ ins fullstocked barrel,
steel lock, brass furniture - all a/f; 18 bore flintlock
pistol, 9 ins barrel, brass furniture - all a/f, parts
missing (2) £50.00 - £80.00

479
.44 Rogers & Spencer percussion six shot single
action revolver, 6½ ins octagonal barrel, articulated
captive rammer, polished steel closed frame the
top stamped ROGERS & SPENCER UTICA N-Y,
wood grips, no. 2245 matching on butt frame and
cylinder, in fitted wooden box with percussion
480
caps and shot flask £500.00 - £600.00

80 bore flintlock pocket pistol by Clarkson, 3½ ins
cannon barrel, the action faintly scroll engraved
and inscribed CLARKSON LONDON, steel trigger
guard, walnut butt with inlaid filigree wire
decoration and butt cap, 8 ins overall £100.00 £200.00

10mm WWI Eisfeld signal pistol, nickel plated
action, fold over chamber, hardwood grips with
lanyard ring £60.00 - £100.00

.36 London Colt Navy six shot single action
percussion revolver c.1853, 7 ins octagonal barrel
the top flat stamped ADDRESS. COL: COLT.
LONDON, captive rammer, the plain cylinder
indistinctly marked Colt's Pat. with serial number,
English proof marks, steel frame stamped COLTS
PATENT, brass trigger guard, wood grips,
numbered 726 on barrel, frame, cylinder and
trigger guard £800.00 - £1,000.00

481

.41 Remington over and under Derringer pistol, 3
ins barrels, top flat stamped Remington Arms Co.
ILION NY, spur trigger, right grip a/f, 5½ ins overall
£400.00 - £500.00

482

.41 Colt New Army Model 1892 6 shot closed
frame double action revolver c.1901, 4½ ins barrel
stamped COLT D.A.41, matt black barrel frame
and cylinder, chequered Colt plastic grips, no.
164511 £1,000.00 - £1,400.00

Cased pair 40 bore Percussion target pistols by
Williams & Powell, each with a 10 ins damascus
octagonal sighted barrel, the breech with platinum
line inlay inscribed LIVERPOOL to top flat,
German Silver mounted tapered wood ramrod with 483
brass worm, border and scroll engraved steel back
action lock signed with maker's name with original
colour, engraved hammer, platinum breech plug,
set trigger, engraved scroll furniture, German Silver
forend, engraved tang, chequered half round butt
484
with metal bound raised oval and fluted butt cap,
16 ins overall, in mahogany fitted case with
cleaning tools, threeway powder flask, caps,
nipple key, bullet mould and maker's trade label
485
£3,500.00 - £5,500.00
.442(rf) Perrins Patent solid frame double action 5
shot revolver, 6 ins sighted barrel, top strap
inscribed Perrins & Son Worcester, side gate
loading, side lever ejector, the frame marked
London Patent No. 41197, frame cylinder and
barrel showing much original finish, chequered
walnut grips, 12 ins overall £1,000.00 - £1,200.00
22 bore Tower percussion pistol, 5½ ins barrel,
fullstocked with captive ramrod, steel lock
stamped TOWER 1849 beneath V.R. and crown
cypher, dolphin hammer, brass furniture, lanyard
ring £150.00 - £250.00
Percussion Blunderbuss by Uston (Manchester),
14 ins brass stepped part octagonal fullstocked
barrel inscribed Manchester, brass mounted steel
ramrod, steel lock border and scroll engraved with
maker's name, scroll engraved dolphin hammer,
brass furniture and butt plate £400.00 - £600.00
Two similar 25 bore and 22 bore Moorish
muskatoons, 10½ & 9½ ins fullstocked barrels
with embossed decoration, steel miquelet locks
(a/f), button triggers, the stocks decorated with
inset bone and brass studs, each approx. 17 ins
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7mm Belgian pinfire double action 6 shot revolver,
3¼ ins sighted barrel with captive rammer, steel
frame and cylinder, folding trigger, chequered
wood grips, 7¾ ins overall, in mahogany box
£80.00 - £100.00

.32 Remington Smoot single action 5 shot closed
frame revolver, 2¾ ins octagonal sighted barrel
with captive sprung ejector rod, spur trigger, nickel
finish, chequered birds beak grips, 7 ins overall
£400.00 - £600.00
.32 Smith & Wesson Model 1½ 5 shot revolver,
3½ ins barrel, tip up opening, spur trigger, nickel
finished barrel cylinder and frame, rosewood birds
beak grips, 8¼ ins overall £500.00 - £800.00
.41 long Colt New House 5 shot revolver, 1,5/8 ins
barrel stamped COLTS PT F.A. MFG CO.
HARTFORD CT. USA, nickle plated frame, spur
trigger, brown chequered grips marked COLT, 7½
ins overall, no. 19692 n.b. cylinder rotation a/f
£300.00 - £350.00

486

.32rf Remington (Elliot's Patent) Derringer 'B'
Model four barrelled pistol, 3,3/8 ins barrels, steel
frame, ring trigger, inset composite grips, 5½ ins
overall, no. 8811 £350.00 - £450.00

487

.44 Russian Smith & Wesson double action 6
shot revolver, 6 ins barrel, the top flat stamped
Smith & Wesson with patents, top break opening,
steel frame, chequered black grips, 11¾ ins
overall, no. 37937 £1,200.00 - £1,500.00

488

.32 (.320 British) Colt New Pocket Positive double
action six shot revolver c.1908, 2½ ins sighted
barrel, stamped with maker's name and patent
dates, steel frame, chequered plastic Colt grips
(one a/f), no. 35676 £600.00 - £800.00

489

.32 Colt New Line closed frame five shot revolver,
nickel finish throughout, spur trigger, rosewood
grips, 6½ ins overall £400.00 - £500.00

490

.41 Colt Army Model 1892 6 shot closed frame

double action revolver c.1903, 4½ ins steel barrel
503
stamped with maker's name patent numbers and
COLT D.A.41, steel frame and cylinder, chequered
Colt plastic grips (one a/f), no. 193700 £600.00 £800.00
491

492

.32 Smith & Wesson Model 1½ 5 shot revolver,
3½ ins blue steel barrel, tip up opening, spur
trigger, rosewood birds beak grips, 8¼ ins overall
£500.00 - £800.00

504

.32 (.320 British) Colt New Police CTG Pocket
Positive double action six shot revolver c.1912, 2½
ins sighted barrel, stamped with maker's name
patent dates and POLICE CTG, steel frame with
some original colour, chequered Colt grips, no.
98882 £800.00 - £1,000.00
505

493

Two tins containing Colt New Service revolver and
other parts/components £30.00 - £50.00

494

.577/450 Martini Henry Mk3 commercial (non
military) rifle, 32½ ins fullstocked steel banded
barrel, ramp sights, steel lock and butt plate, fitted
21 ins tri formed bayonet £400.00 - £500.00

495

.577/450 Martini Enfield MkIV service rifle, 32½ ins
fullstocked steel banded barrel, steel cleaning rod,
long lever action stamped with Crown 1887 and
VR cypher, ordnance stamps and markings
throughout, sling carriers, steel butt plate £900.00 - 506
£1,100.00

496

497

.25(rf) Marlin Model 27-S pump action rifle, 24 ins
octagonal barrel stamped MARLIN FIREARMS
Co. NEW-HAVEN CT. USA. with patent dates and
SPECIAL SMOKELESS STEEL, buck horn sight,
tube magazine, crescent steel butt plate.
Obsolete caliber £700.00 - £900.00
.25/20 Marlin Model 27 pump action rifle, 24 ins
octagonal barrel stamped MARLIN FIREARMS
Co. NEW-HAVEN CT. USA. with patent dates and
SPECIAL SMOKELESS STEEL, buck horn sight,
tube magazine, crescent steel butt plate. Section
5 licence required £700.00 - £900.00

498

Spare Lot

499

Spare Lot

500

.250 Rook and Rabbit rifle by Raine, 26 ins
octagonal barrel, blade and leaf sights, the top flat
part file cut and inscribed R. RAINE CARLISLE,
horn tipped forend, border and scroll engraved
action bearing maker's name (trigger action a/f),
figured Prince of Wales stock with chequered
hand and vacant silver oval, no. 67922 £400.00 £600.00

501

502

.650 Percussion carbine, 36 ins three band
fullstocked barrel, steel ramrod and lock, brass
furniture (no butt plate), impress to stock 286 - for
parts or restoration £40.00 - £60.00
.600 Continental percussion rifle, 29 ins
fullstocked octagonal barrel, indistinctly inscribed
SAUER & SOHN A SUHL, leaf sights, wood
ramrod with worm, steel lock (nipple a/f), double
set triggers, steel scroll furniture, later patch
pocket, steel butt plate £100.00 - £150.00
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.577 Enfield Tower 1858 percussion rifle, 38½ ins
fullstocked three banded barrel, dog kennel
foresight, ramp rear sight, steel ramrod, steel lock
stamped 1858 TOWER with V.R. beneath crown
cypher, brass furniture and butt plate, numerous
military stamps and markings throughout £400.00 £600.00
.600 Enfield percussion service rifle, 39 ins
fullstocked steel banded barrel, steel ramrod, dog
kennel foresight, ramp rear sight, steel lock
stamped 1859 Tower with V.R. beneath crown
cypher, chain held nipple protector, brass trigger
guard and butt plate, white leather sling, numerous
ordnance markings £200.00 - £300.00
.615 Percussion rifle attributed to Geo. Fuller, 27
ins octagonal damascus striated rifled barrel,
etched breech with platinum line inlay and breech
plug, three leaf folding rear sight, blade foresight,
brass mounted wood ramrod, border and scroll
engraved steel lock and hammer, set trigger with
slide safety, decorated steel scroll furniture with
pineapple finial, horn tipped chequered forend,
decorated steel patch pocket, chequered straight
hand stock with cheek piece and rear peep sight
aperture, steel butt plate with weighted brass toe
plate £800.00 - £1,200.00
.750 Flintlock Brown Bess, 39 ins fullstocked
barrel, steel ramrod, steel lock stamped Tower
with Crown GR cypher, brass ramrod pipes side
plate furniture and butt plate, stamped H LF H 39
to butt plate £300.00 - £500.00

507

.750 Flintlock musket, 37 ins fullstocked barrel,
brass mounted steel ramrod, steel lock, brass
furniture and butt plate, numerous stamps and
indistinct markings £300.00 - £500.00

508

.230 Holland & Holland Rook and Rabbit rifle, 26
ins octagonal barrel, engine turned top flat, left and
right flats inscribed HOLLAND & HOLLAND 98
NEW BOND ST. LONDON .230 SEMI SMOOTH
BORE and WINNERS OF ALL THE 'FIELD' RIFLE
TRIALS PATENT No. 1294, blade and leaf sights,
faintly scroll engraved action and top lever, 14¼
ins Prince of Wales stock, steel butt plate, sling
loops, no. 13421 n.b. repaired crack to stock
£700.00 - £900.00

509

Percussion training rifle, 28 ins tinplate barrel,
fullstocked and steel banded with ramrod, steel
lock, leather sling, 44 ins overall £30.00 - £40.00

510

10 bore double hammer by Willison, 29¾ ins
damascus steel barrels, scroll and border
engraved action, dolphin hammers, sidelever
opening, 14 ins straight hand stock with steel butt
plate, no. nvn £100.00 - £200.00

511

12 bore pinfire clock gun by A J. Hall, galvanised
case painted "J.HALL'S PATENT CLOCK GUN,
STATION ROAD WORKS, WIGTON
CUMBERLAND", wooden guide tubes with brass
maker's plaque, with eight (of twelve) firing
weights, the device comprises twelve short
barrels, each taking a 12-bore pinfire cartridge, a

wood block bored with 12 guide tubes, clockwork
timing mechanism, overall height 19½ ins £100.00
- £200.00
512

12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by W.
Pountney (Birmingham), 29¼ ins browned
damascus barrels, top rib inscribed William
Pountney Maker, plain steel action and hammers,
rotary underlever opening, 14½ ins stock with
steel butt plate, no. 525 £200.00 - £250.00

Pattison, 29½ ins browned damascus barrels, top
rib inscribed PATTISON MAKER NOTTINGHAM,,
capped ramrod with worm, bold scroll and border
engraved back action locks bearing maker's name
above game bird decoration, engraved dolphin
hammers, platinum breech plugs, engraved steel
furniture and butt plate £400.00 - £600.00
521

513

12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by R.
Watmough (Manchester), 30 ins damascus
barrels, scroll engraved back action locks bearing
maker's name, rotary underlever opening, 14½ ins
straight hand stock (repaired) with vacant oval,
steel butt plate £100.00 - £200.00

514

12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by J. Potter
(Kings Lynn), 27¾ ins damascus barrels, top rib
faintly engraved J. POTTER HIGH St. LYNN
NORFOLK, border line engraved back action locks 522
with maker's name, rotary underlever opening,
14¼ ins figured straight hand stock with steel heel
and toe plates, no. 176 £150.00 - £250.00

515

516

517

518

12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by E. Wilson,
29½ ins browned damascus barrels, the top rib reengraved Edwin Wilson Bridge St. Horncastle, fine
scroll and border engraved back action locks
bearing maker's name, rotary underlever opening,
figured straight hand stock with vacant oval, steel
butt plate, no. 385 £200.00 - £250.00
12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by E & G
Higham (Liverpool), 30 ins damascus twist barrels,
the top rib indistinctly inscribed (some pitting),
scroll engraved rotary underlever opening, scroll
engraved dolphin hammers, border and game
scene engraved back action locks bearing maker's
name, 14 ins straight hand stock (previous repair
through wrist), steel butt plate, no. 2465 in green
baize lined fitted leather gun case £200.00 £250.00
90 bore Rissack Patent needlefire Rook & Rabbit
rifle, 25 ins octagonal barrel (10 groove rifling),
blade and leaf sights, scroll engraved action with
half cock slide safety lock, figured 14,1/8 ins
straight hand stock (hand a/f), steel butt plate
£400.00 - £500.00
17 bore Percussion double rifle by John Probin,
London, 30 ins barrel, wide flat top rib with 3 rear
leaf sights, front sight adjustable for windage,
platinum plugs, London proof, original ebony
ramrod, acanthus scroll engraving, scroll engraved
furniture with pineapple finial, steel butt plate
£2,000.00 - £2,500.00

519

8 bore double percussion sporting gun by Robert
Pattison, 32 ins damascus barrels, inscribed
PATTISON MAKER NOTTINGHAM, platinum
breech plugs, engraved hammers and back action
locks, horn tipped forend, engraved furniture with
pineapple finial, well figured stock, steel butt plate
£1,200.00 - £1,500.00

520

10 bore double percussion sporting gun by
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Combination Needlefire gun F. V. Dreyse,
probably 20 bore and 15.19mm, 26 ins damascus
barrels with broad rib inscribed in silver F. V.
Dreyse Sommerda, blade and open sights, the
breech similarly inlaid with silver, forend swing
lever opening, engraved and horn furniture,
chequered one piece stock with cheek piece,
steel butt plate. The foreward lever swings to the
left, opening the barrels to the right to extract and
reload. The gun is cocked by pushing foreward the
rear mounted cocking piece. £1,500.00 - £1,800.00
8 bore Percussion single sporting gun by Westley
Richards, 35½ ins damascus barrels with platinum
line inlay, platinum breech plug, brass mounted
ramrod with worm, engraved steel lock inscribed
Westley Richards and with naive game scenes,
engraved steel furniture with globe finial, pistol grip
stock with steel butt plate, 52 ins overall
£1,800.00 - £2,200.00

523

12 bore Percussion single sporting gun, 32 ins
barrel, brass mounted wood ramrod with worm,
engraved steel lock inscribed Keep & Son,
platinum breech plug, brass rod pipes, German
Silver forend, steel furniture, burr walnut stock
(a/f), steel butt plate £150.00 - £250.00

524

11 bore Percussion (drum and nipple conversion
from flintlock) ball gun, 42 ins fullstocked
damascus twist steel barrel (exterior pitting)
indistinctly inscribed BLAKE & CO. LONDON, two
band gold line inlay, inset sunburst decoration,
brass mounted steel ramrod, steel lock indistinctly
inscribed P. & S. BOTH***, double set triggers,
steel furniture and butt plate £300.00 - £400.00

525

20 bore double percussion sporting gun by A. J.
Woodward, 24 ins barrels, brass mounted ramrod,
engraved bar action locks, steel furniture and butt
plate n.b. stock a/f £100.00 - £200.00

526

16 bore percussion double sporting gun, 30 ins
damascus barrels (heavy pitting), platinum breech
plugs, tapered wooden ramrod, scroll engraved
action dolphin hammers and tang, steel furniture
and butt plate £150.00 - £200.00

527

12 bore Percussion ( drum and nipple convertion)
single sporting gun by Wogdon, 35½ ins two
stage damascus barrel with broad gold line inlay
at breech and signed Wogdon London in gold
script, simple tapered wooden ramrod, two german
silver footed ramrod pipes, stepped steel lock
signed Wogdon, engraved steel furniture with
acorn finial, scroll engraved sighted tang, figured
stock with pierced chequered hand, engraved steel
butt plate n.b. forend cap missing £200.00 £300.00

528

12 bore flintlock long gun, 40 ins steel barrel, three
quarter stocked with steel ramrod, steel lock,
brass furniture and butt plate £50.00 - £100.00

529

14 bore Percussion single sporting gun, 31 ins
barrel, wooden ramrod, border and scroll engraved
steel lock and hammer, vacant escutcheon, steel
546
heel and toe plates n.b. repaired crack through
wrist £100.00 - £200.00

530

15 bore Continental style single sporting gun, 36
ins fullstocked three banded two stage barrel,
modern ramrod, steel miqulet style lock, brass
furniture, fluted stock, brass butt plate £100.00 £200.00

531

14 bore Percussion single sporting gun, 26¼ ins
two stage barrel with platinum line inlay and
breech plug, modern ramrod, steel lock inscribed
indistinctly with maker's name, steel furniture and
butt plate £70.00 - £100.00

532

25 bore Enfield type Afghan percussion gun, 33½
ins fullstocked steel banded barrel, steel ramrod,
steel lock, steel furniture and butt plate (all a/f),
stock stamped 1881 with patch pocket £40.00 £60.00

533

Spare Lot

534

Spare Lot

535

Spare Lot

536

Spare Lot

537

Spare Lot

538

Spare Lot

539

Spare Lot

540

Spare Lot

541

.410 Belgian semi hammer double barrelled shot
pistol, 10 ins barrels, no. nvn (Section 5 or FAC
licence with appropriate condition required)
£20.00 - £25.00

542

.410 Radikal SBX shot pistol, 10¾ ins barrel,
ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, chromed folding
action, black plastic pistol grip, no. SB-0351
(Section 5 or FAC licence with appropriate
condition required)
£150.00 - £200.00

543

544

545

.45 Smith & Wesson U.S. Army Model 1917 six
shot double action closed frame revolver, 5½ ins
barrel with blade foresight stamped SMITH &
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.38 Smith & Wesson six shot double action
closed frame revolver, 6 ins barrel with blade
foresight stamped SMITH & WESSON
SPRINGFIELD MASS. U.S.A. PATENTED
FEB.6.06 SEPT.14.09 DEC 29.14 and 38 S.&W.
CTG, steel frame stamped with maker's crest and
Made In USA, chequered wood grips, no. 701287
(Section 5 licence required) £100.00 - £200.00

547

8mm French six shot double action closed frame
"Lebel" Navy Service revolver, 4½ ins sighted part
octagonal barrel, stamped L B Mle 1892 S 1902,
the frame engraved Mre d'armes de St-Étienne,
chequered wood grips, lanyard ring with anchor
stamp to base plate, no. G87371 (Section 5
licence required) £300.00 - £400.00

548

.22(rf) Tranter's Patent 7 shot pocket revolver, 2½
ins octagonal barrel, brass frame, rosewood grips,
7 ins overall, no 2060, in burr walnut veneered
mahogany box with blue baize lined fitted interior
(Section 5 or section 7(1) / 7(3) licence required)
£400.00 - £500.00

549

.22(rf) English eight shot pepperbox revolver, side
gate loading, grip housed ejector rod, folding
trigger, spurless hammer with safety, chequered
bag shaped hardwood grips, 5 ins overall (Section
5 or section 7(1) / 7(3) licence required) £350.00 £450.00

550

9mm Husqvarna M/40 (Lahti M-35) semi automatic
pistol, 3¾ ins sighted barrel, the receiver (a/f)
stamped HUSQVARNA VAPENFABRIKS A.B.,
chequered black plastic grips, in fitted leather
holster with two spare magazines and cleaning
rod, no. 23589 n.b. for parts or repair only - stress
cracks to receiver (Section 5 or section 7(1) / 7(3)
licence required) £200.00 - £250.00

551

.410 Walking stick shotgun, 26 ins barrel, painted
shaft, concealed trigger, horn handle, no. nvn
(Section 5 licence required or Shotgun certificate
with appropriate collector's condition) £150.00 £200.00

.38 Spl Sauer two shot (converted from six shot)
double action revolver, 1½ ins barrel, blacked
552
frame, chequered wood grips, no. 3931 (Section 5
or FAC licence with appropriate condition required)
£200.00 - £250.00
.455 Colt New Service six shot double action
closed frame revolver, 5½ ins barrel stamped
COLT'S PT FA MFG CO. HARTFORD CT USA
PAT'D AUG 5 1884 JUNE 5 1900 JULY 4 1905
and NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY, plain steel frame,
Colt embossed black chequered grips with lanyard
ring, no. 121521 (Section 5 licence required)
£250.00 - £350.00

WESSON SPRINGFIELD MASS. U.S.A.
PATENTED DEC 17 1901 FEB 8 1906 SEPT 14
1909 and S.&W. D.A.45, steel frame, wood grips
with lanyard ring, no. 153373 (Section 5 licence
required) £200.00 - £250.00

9mm Walking stick shotgun, 29 ins barrel, cane
covered shaft, button trigger, horn handle (a/f), no.
nvn (Section 5 licence required or Shotgun
certificate with appropriate collector's condition)
£150.00 - £200.00

553

9mm Umarex Colt Government 1911 A1 blank
firing (forward venting) semi automatic pistol, with
quantity of blanks, in maker's hard plastic case,
no. D21023048 (Section 5 licence required) £50.00
- £100.00

554

.410 Belgian double semi hammer pistol, 10 ins
barrels, 65mm chambers, plain steel action,
chequered bag shaped butt, no. 506 (Section 5 or
FAC licence with appropriate condition required)
£20.00 - £30.00

555

.44 Italian percussion 6 shot revolver, 8 ins
octagonal barrel, captive rammer, steel frame and
cylinder, brass trigger guard, wood grips, no.
048199 (FAC required) £50.00 - £80.00

566

Blitz-Kerner captive bolt cattle killer, chrome
finish, boxed as new with instructions and
cleaning accessories, no. 0158 (FAC required)
£40.00 - £60.00

556

.44 Centennial Colt 'New Model Army' 6 shot black
powder percussion revolver, 8 ins barrel with
captive rammer, Belgian proof, the action with
colour hardening, brass trigger guard and back
strap, wood grips, no. 4023 (FAC required)
£150.00 - £200.00

567

Blitz-Kerner captive bolt cattle killer, black finish,
boxed as new with instructions and cleaning
accessories, no. 8007 (FAC required) £40.00 £60.00

568

Greener .310 humane cattle killer, no. 7156
(obsolete calibre - no licence required) £30.00 £50.00

569

.36 Uberti Colt Army black powder percussion
revolver, 7 ins barrel, engraved 6 shot cylinder,
bronze trigger guard, wood grips, no. 85176 in
fitted wood case with powder flask, brass bullet
mould, cap dispenser, Joyce percussion caps,
spare screws, nipple key, turnscrew, brass
mounted shoulder stock (FAC required) £100.00 £150.00

570

.44 Navy Arms Co. Remington black powder
percussion revolver, 8 ins octagonal barrel, plain 6
shot cylinder, brass trigger guard, wood grips, no.
7250, in black leather holster (FAC required)
£80.00 - £120.00

571

.22 BSA Sportsman Five bolt action rifle, 16,3/4
ins barrel threaded for moderator, 5 shot
magazine, Parker Hale scope mounts, no.
KD65573 (FAC required) £25.00 - £30.00

572

.22 BSA Sportsman, bolt action single shot rifle,
25 ins barrel, no. ID41795 (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

557

.44 ASM Remington percussion 6 shot black
powder revolver, 8 ins octagonal barrel, brass
trigger guard, wood grips, no. A62621 (FAC
required) £50.00 - £80.00

558

.44 Uberti Colt Model 1860 percussion 6 shot
black powder revolver, 8 ins barrel, brass trigger
guard, wood grips, no. 52561/1157 (FAC required)
£50.00 - £80.00

559

.45 Kentucky Jaeger black powder flintlock pistol,
10 ins octagonal sighted and fullstocked barrel,
brass furniture and mounts, no. 4042 (FAC
required) £80.00 - £120.00

560

561

562

563

564

565

54 bore Spanish flintlock black powder pistol, 8½
ins two stage barrel, brass furniture and mounts,
no. 812963 (FAC required) £50.00 - £80.00
1 ins flare pistol by Webley & Scott, brass barrel
and frame, steel thumb catch opening, wood grips
(a/f), lanyard ring, broad arrow and other ordnance
markings, no. 89517 (FAC required) £50.00 £80.00

26mm German WWII flare pistol (dated 1940), 6
ins part octagonal barrel, original finish with
573
Waffen and other military markings, black grips
(a/f), no. 7535 Of note: damage to grips and frame purportedly recovered from a crashed WWII
German bomber near Tenham, Kent during the war 574
and retained by the same family since that time
(FAC required) £50.00 - £100.00
575
.45 Pedersoli flintlock Bounty pistol, 15½ ins
sighted octagonal barrel (black power only), half
stocked with ramrod, brass furniture, steel lock,
birds beak grips, no. PD27746 (FAC required)
576
£80.00 - £120.00
.36 Italian Colt Navy type 6 shot percussion
revolver, 7½ ins octagonal barrel, top flat inscribed
SAML COLT NEW YORK CITY, scroll engraved
with steel rammer, naval scene engraved cylinder,
boldly engraved brass and steel frame, pearlised
grips, in fitted wooden transport box with brass
powder flask, bullet mould and percussion cap
dispenser, no. 8994 (FAC required) £100.00 £200.00
.36 Navy Arms Co. (former percussion) nitro
converted (by F.G. Co.) muzzle loading single
action six shot revolver, octagonal barrel, brass
trigger guard and back strap, wood grips, no.
3650, in padded nylon case with quantity of
primers, miscellaneous parts, etc (FAC required)
£50.00 - £80.00
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.22 Remington Speedmaster Model 552 semi
automatic rifle, 23,1/2 ins threaded barrel, tube
magazine, no. 1879610 (FAC required) £20.00 £40.00
.22 BSA Sportsman, bolt action, open sights,
no.J17602 (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00
.22 Sportwaffen Tyrol, semi automatic, ten shot
magazine (Spare magazine sheath), blade forsight
(rear sight missing), sling swivels, no.81460 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £30.00
.22 Anschutz, bolt action, 21½ ins barrel, open
sights, no.541827 (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

577

.22 Winchester Model 67, bolt action, open sights,
no.8774 (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

578

.22 BSA, bolt action, 19½ ins barrel, iron sights,
no.11961 (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

579

.22 BRNO Model 561, semi automatic, (magazine
missing), 22 ins barrel, blade and leaf sights, sling
swivels, no.02047 (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

580

.22 BSA Sportsman Ten, bolt action, tube
magazine, blade and ramp sights, no.L11873
(FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00

581

.22 BSA, bolt action, 19½ ins barrel, iron sights,
fitted base for peep sight, no.12588 (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

582

.220 BSA Cadet type training rifle, bolt action,

blade and turret sights, no.J13758 (FAC required)
£20.00 - £25.00
583

.22 Winchester Model 74 semi automatic rifle, 24
ins barrel, tube magazine, no. 103247 (FAC
required) £30.00 - £50.00

584

.22 Winchester Model 69A bolt action rifle, 25 ins
barrel, original 10 shot magazine, sling swivels,
no. 18942 (FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

magazine, polished black receiver, boxed, no.
5HO149830 (FAC required) £250.00 - £350.00
598

.17 HMR ISSC B1 straight pull bolt action rifle, 20
ins threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, full
synthetic pistol grip stock with recoil pad, in
maker's foam padded hard plastic case, no.
E001024 (FAC required) £100.00 - £200.00

599

585

.22 early Mossberg Model 35IKA semi automatic
rifle, 23½ ins barrel, tube magazine, no. 53602
(FAC required) £20.00 - £40.00

.22 Mauser MS420B bolt action sporting rifle, 27
ins barrel, blade foresight, ramp rear sight, 5 shot
magazine, leather sling, original steel butt plate,
no. 174684 (FAC required) £400.00 - £500.00

586

.22 CZ semi automatic rifle, 22 ins threaded barrel 600
(moderator available), 5 shot magazine, mounted 39 x 40 Nikko Stirling Platinum scope, no. 60151
(FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

587

.22 Walther bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel, tunnel
foresight, ramp rear sight, 5 shot magazine, sling
swivels, no. 54532 (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

.22 Hornet BRNO Model ZKW465 bolt action rifle,
23½ ins barrel, four shot magazine, double set
triggers, leather sling, Tikka scope mounts, 4 x 40
Nikko Stirling Gold Crown scope, no. 36159 (FAC
required) £250.00 - £350.00

588

.22 BSA Sportsman bolt action rifle, 25 ins
threaded barrel (moderator available), no. J22557
(FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

589

.22 short French(?) falling block rifle, 19¾ ins
octagonal barrel, straight hand stock with steel
butt plate, no. nvn (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

590

.44 Fillipietta percussion six shot revolver (black
powder only), 8 ins octagonal barrel, scroll and
bouquet engraved frame and cylinder, brass trigger
guard, wood grips, no. 108317 (FAC required)
603
£40.00 - £60.00

591

592

601

6.5 x 54 Steyr Mannlicher bolt action sporting rifle,
5 shot, 23½ ins barrel, blade and leaf sights,
Prince of Wales stock with 3 cartridge butt
pocket, chequered hand, cheek piece, sling
swivels, no. 20257 (FAC required) £700.00 £900.00

602

.45 Pedersoli black powder target rifle, 35¼ ins
heavy target barrel, tunner foresight, adjustable
pinhole rear sight, colour hardened action, hair
trigger, Prince of Wales stock with steel butt
plate, no. DA105462 (FAC required) £150.00 £250.00

.243 Winchester Ranger Model 70, bolt action 5
604
shot rifle, 22,1/2 ins barrel, threaded for moderator,
semi pistol grip stock with ammo sock, leather
sling and recoil pad, mounted Tasco 3-9 x 40
scope, no. G2120804 (FAC required)
£180.00 - £220.00
605
.22 Mauser bolt action rifle, 23½ ins barrel, blade
foresight, original ramp rear sight, 5 shot
magazine, flag safety, sling swivels, no. 217607
n.b. split to forend (FAC required) £100.00 606
£200.00

593

7.92mm Parker Hale bolt action rifle, 23¼ ins
barrel, open sights, scope blocks, semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. S-16491 (FAC required)
£50.00 - £100.00

594

.22 CZ 452-2E American bolt action rifle, 21 ins
threaded barrel, 5 shot magazine, sling swivels,
no. 889585 (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

607

595

.410 Stevens Model 59A bolt action, 24½ ins
barrel, 3 ins chamber, tube magazine, no. nvn
(FAC required) £30.00 - £50.00

596

608
.243 Steyr Mannlicher Luxus bolt action rifle, 24
ins rope twist open sighted barrel, 5 shot quick
release magazine, Mann swing off mounts, pistol
grip stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, leather
sling, no. 251648 (FAC required) £300.00 - £400.00
.38 Spl - .357 Magnum Rossi (Taurus) lever action 609
rifle, 20 ins octagonal barrel, open sights, tube

597
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Ten various rifle magazines (FAC required) £30.00 £40.00
.22 Ruger Model 10/22 semi automatic rifle (no
magazine), 19 ins stainless steel threaded barrel
(moderator available), black synthetic stock,
canvas sling, mounted 8 x 56 scope, no.
24260547 (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00
.357 Magnum Winchester Model 94AE lever
action rifle, 24 ins barrel, tube magazine, mounted
Williams adjustable rear sights, no. 6499544 (FAC
required) £200.00 - £250.00
.308 win Steyr Mannlicher Match bolt action target
rifle, 26 ins rope twist barrel, 5 shot magazine,
tunnel foresight, M&S adjustable rear sight (not
fitted), mounted 6 x 45 Premier Gold scope,
additional spare and large capacity magazines
and butt pad extension, no. 110194 (FAC required)
£150.00 - £250.00
.22 BSA Raylock take down rifle, 23½ ins barrel,
the black receiver stamped Birmingham Small
Arms Co., tube magazine, spent case catcher,
semi pistol grip stock, no. T11089 (FAC required)
£80.00 - £100.00
.223 (rem) Winchester Model 70 Sporter Varmint
bolt action rifle, 5 shot, 25 ins barrel, quick release
scope mounts, Prince of Wales stock with cheek
piece and recoil pad, sling swivels, no. G2044031
(FAC required) £300.00 - £400.00
7.62x51 Steyr Mannlicher (Daimler) SSG Match
bolt action target rifle, 25 ins heavy barrel, tunnel

foresight, multi rear sight rail, rotary magazine, no.
55723 (FAC required) £200.00 - £400.00
610

.17 HMR CZ American 452-2E left handed bolt
action rifle, 22½ ins threaded barrel (capped),
multi shot box magazine, fitted 1 ins scope rings,
no. A324101 (FAC required) £200.00 - £300.00

611

.270 Parker Hale bolt action rifle, 19 ins threaded
barrel (moderator available), varnished pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. P-89608 (FAC required)
£100.00 - £150.00

stock, in foam padded hard plastic case,
no.7017523 (FAC required) £150.00 - £250.00
625

12 bore Winchester Ranger Model 120 pump
action multi shot, 28 ins multi choke barrel
(external mod. choke fitted), 76mm chamber, tube
magazine, black receiver, 14¼ ins semi pistiol grip
stock, with recoil pad, leather sling, no. L1713367
(FAC required) £100.00 - £200.00

626

.30 Reflex T8 moderator, ½ ins thread, in plastic
case (FAC required) £50.00 - £60.00

612

.223 Browning (Miroku) 'A' bolt sporting rifle, 21 ins 627
threaded barrel, black synthetic stock, scope
blocks, no. 03380ZY351 (FAC required) £80.00 £120.00

613

.243 Tikka T3 bolt action, 3 shot, barrel threaded
for moderator, scope rail, no. 455618 (FAC
required) £100.00 - £200.00

.222 Remington Model 700 De Luxe bolt action
rifle, 5 shot, barrel threaded for moderator, scroll
engraved receiver, Prince of Wales stock with
cheek piece, sling studs, scope mounts, no.
E6608567 (FAC required) £100.00 - £200.00

614

615

.177 Webley Patriot Quattro break barrel air rifle,
open sights, no. 081230086 (FAC required)
£100.00 - £200.00
.243 Remington Model 700 Varmint, bolt action, 5
shot, heavy barrel (threaded), synthetic stock, no.
G6729243780 (FAC required) £100.00 - £200.00

616

.22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic, 25 shot banana
magazine, 19 ins threaded barrel, stutzen stock,
scope blocks, no. 11422240 (FAC required)
£60.00 - £100.00

617

.308 BSA Varmint (Ex-Police), bolt action, 5 shot,
heavy barrel, quick release scope mounts, Monte
Carlo stock, no. 3R6003 (FAC required) £100.00 £200.00

618

.22-250 Tikka M55 bolt action, 5 shot magazine,
25 ins heavy barrel (threaded), scope rail, Monte
Carlo stock, no. 209033 (FAC required) £120.00 £180.00

619

.22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 20 ins heavy
barrel, rotary magazine, no. 240-38378 (FAC
required) £40.00 - £60.00

620

.22 Sterling bolt action rifle (no magazine),
threaded barrel, no. A1087405 (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

621

.22 CZ BRNO Model 581 semi automatic rifle, 22
ins threaded barrel (moderator available), 10 shot
magazine, no. 45944 (FAC required) £20.00 £40.00

622

.300 Rem Ultra Mag Remington Model 700 bolt
action rifle, 27 ins fluted heavy brushed stainless
steel threaded barrel, 5 shot, 3-10 x 40 Pentax
Lightseeker 30 scope on Leupold mounts, figured
pistol grip stock with cheek piece and recoil pad,
no. 56524602 (FAC required) £200.00 - £300.00

623

.22 Mauser bolt action single shot rifle, 25½ ins
threaded barrel, sling swivels, no. 80453 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £25.00

624

12 bore Fabarm Model SAT 8 Tactical, semi
automatic, five shot, 24 ins multi choke barrel with
fitted muzzle break, 3 ins chamber, synthetic
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628

**Amended description** - .303 Enfield No.4 Mk1
bolt action rifle (dated 1941), full military
specification, webbing sling, spare stock, no.
L37291 (FAC required) £300.00 - £500.00

629

Five Ruger 10/22 rotary magazines; 1 x 25 round
banana magazine (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

630

Ruger 10/22 rotary magazine and three other
magazines (a/f) (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

631

7.62mm Belgian Mauser 'Sniper Edition' bolt
action rifle, 3 shot, 24½ ins three quarter stocked
barrel, bayonet lug, tunnel foresight, ramp rear
sights, receiver stamped FAB. NAT. D'ARMES de
GUERRE HESTERAL-BELGIQUE, mounted
scope, no. 05121 (FAC required) £600.00 - £800.00

632

.22 Walther G22 semi automatic rifle, 20 ins barrel
threaded for moderator (moderator available), full
tactical synthetic pistol grip stock, mounted Nikko
Stirling 4 x 32 scope, in maker's hard plastic case
with canvas sling and instructions, no. WP002294
(FAC required) £150.00 - £200.00

633

10 bore (.763) black powder percussion carbine,
24 ins polished steel barrel, fullstocked with brass
mounted steel ramrod, plain steel lock, brass
furniture and butt plate, no. 210 (FAC required)
£50.00 - £80.00

634

Five various rifle bolts (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

635

.22 S.L. or L.R. Winchester Model 62 pump action
rifle, 23 ins barrel, tube magazine, no. 49975 (FAC
required) £50.00 - £80.00

636

.22-250 (rem) Parker Hale bolt action rifle, 25 ins
threaded heavy barrel, 5 shot, adjustable trigger,
pistol grip stock with cheek piece and recoil pad,
mounted 6 x 45 Nikko Stirling Platinum scope, no.
14813 (FAC required) £50.00 - £100.00

637

.22-250 Steyr Mannlicher-L bolt action rifle, 26 ins
rope twist threaded barrel, 5 shot rotary magazine,
ventilated forestock, double set triggers, pistol
grip, sling swivels, mounted 3-12 x 50 Lisenfeld
Jaguar scope, no. 270301 (FAC required) £300.00 £400.00

638

.22 CZ BRNO Model 511 semi automatic rifle, 22
ins barrel, 10 shot magazine, pistol grip stock,

leather sling, mounted 4 x 32 Nikko scope, no.
53188 (FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00
639

640

641

642

643

644

645

653

.22 Ruger Model 10/22 carbine semi automatic
rifle, 20 ins heavy hammer forged threaded barrel,
10 shot rotary magazine, sling swivels, mounted 39 x 40 Sterling scope with Beamshot light (a/f),
654
no. 249-91211 (FAC required) £30.00 - £50.00
.22 Ruger 10/22 Tactical semi automatic rifle (no
magazine), 20 ins hammer forged barrel threaded
for moderator, full synthetic pistol grip stock with
adjustable length shoulder stock, mounted BSA
Advance 1-4 x 24 scope, no. 253-49711 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £40.00
.17 Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle, 25 ins
threaded barrel, semi pistol grip stock, sling
swivels, no. C6625775 (FAC required) £40.00 £60.00
.243 (win) BSA bolt action rifle, 24½ ins barrel
threaded for moderator, 5 shot, scope blocks,
sling swivels, recoil pad, no. 11R5921 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £30.00
.22 BRNO Model 5 bolt action rifle (no magazine),
23 ins barrel, sling swivels, recoil pad, no. 12016
(FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00
.22 Puma Hunter bolt action rifle, 14½ ins
threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, full synthetic
stock, sling swivels, no. 1051493 (FAC required)
£20.00 - £40.00
.22 CBC Magtech Model 7022 semi automatic
rifle, 18 ins threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine,
synthetic pistol grip stock, no. EAA070703 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £40.00

.270 (win) Parker Hale bolt action rifle, 24¾ ins
barrel, tunnel foresight, leaf rear sights, 5 shot
magazine, varnished Prince of Wales stock with
cheek piece and recoil pad, mounted 4 x 40
scope, no. S00309 (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00
.22 CBC Magtech Model 7022 semi automatic, 18
ins threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, synthetic
stock with camo sling, mounted 3-12 x 40 Gamo
Sporter scope, no. EAA070683 (FAC required)
£20.00 - £40.00

655

.22 Stalker Rifles (BSA) bolt action multi shot pre
charged air rifle, moderated barrel, set trigger,
pistol grip Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad,
mounted 1.5-6 x 42 Leapers scope, no. DP04658
(FAC required) £100.00 - £150.00

656

.22 BRNO Model 581 semi automatic, 22 ins
barrel, 10 shot magazine, canvas and leather
sling, mounted 4 x 40 Sterling scope, no. 3264
(FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

657

.22 Webley Patriot Quattro break barrel air rifle,
open sights, no. 061323020 (FAC required) £30.00
- £50.00

658

.243 (win) CZ BRNO Model ZKK-601 bolt action
rifle, 24½ ins threaded barrel, 5 shot, pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. 50939 (FAC required)
£50.00 - £100.00

659

.243 (win) BSA bolt action rifle, 24¼ ins barrel, 5
shot, scope blocka, leather sling, recoil pad, no.
11R2297 (FAC required) £30.00 - £50.00

660

Four rifles for parts/repair: .22 Hornet BRNO bolt
action rifle (no magazine, double set triggers,
mounted scope, no. 36852; .22 BRNO Model 2-EH bolt action (no magazine), mounted scope, no.
452165; .22 bolt action rifle (no magazine),
mounted scope, no. 24894; .22 BRNO bolt action
Model 2-E-H (no magazine), mounted scope, no.
451825 (4) (FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

646

.22 BRNO bolt action rifle, 25 ins barrel, 5 shot
magazine, sling swivels, mounted Bushnell scope,
no. 15493 (FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

647

.22 Norinco JW15A bolt action rifle, 24 ins
(capped) threaded barrel, 5 shot magazine, no.
0930640-09-396 (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

661

Two .22 BRNO Model 99 Precision bolt action
rifles, each with blade and leaf sights, 5 shot
magazine, nos. 20393 & 20371 (2) (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

.22 Anschutz Model 520 semi automatic rifle (no
magazine), 21 ins sighted barrel, leather sling,
mounted Nikko Sterling 4 x 32 scope, no. 035519
(FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00

662

.22 Remington Speedmaster Model 552 semi
automatic rifle, 24 ins threaded barrel, tube
magazine, no. 95848 (FAC required) £20.00 £25.00

663

.22 BSA Sportsman Five bolt action rifle, 25½ ins
barrel, 5 shot magazine, open sights, sling
swivels, no. KA32814 (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

664

.22 Winchester Model 1906 pump action rifle, 20
ins barrel, tube magazine, peep sights, no.
324514 (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

665

.22 Winchester Model 290 semi automatic rifle, 20
ins barrel, tube magazine, mounted 4 x 28 Ednar
scope, no. 569260 (FAC required) £30.00 - £50.00

666

.22 Mossberg & Sons Model 42M-B bolt action
government training rifle c.1942, 23 ins fullstocked
threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, barrel and

648

649

650

651

652

.22 Webley & Scott PH AC semi automatic rifle
(rotary magazine missing), 18½ ins barrel
threaded for moderator (capped), scope rail,
synthetic pistol grip stock, no. A158114 (FAC
required) £20.00 - £30.00
.22 WMR CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 24 ins
threaded barrel, 5 shot magazine, no. 575157
(FAC required) £20.00 - £40.00
.22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 21 ins
hammer forged heavy barrel threaded for
moderator (capped), 10 shot rotary magazine,
laminated stock, sling swivels, no. 359-60830
(FAC required) £50.00 - £80.00
.22 Remington Speedmaster Model 552 semi
automatic, 22 ins barrel, tube magazine, no.
A1753342 (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00
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667

668

669

670

671

672

673

674

675

676

677

678

679

680

receiver stamped UNITED STATES PROPERTY
SERIAL NO. 19352, mounted Weaver B4 scope,
leather sling, no. 19352 (FAC required) £50.00 £100.00

681

3 x 25-36 (win) Marlin cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

682

2 x .45 Express cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

.303 Enfield No.4 Mk2(F) c.1952 bolt action rifle,
fullstocked barrel, blade foresight, fold down
aperture rear sight, matching number magazine,
brass butt plate, no. PF236319 (FAC required)
£300.00 - £400.00

683

2 x 40-72 (win) cartridges; 2 x 40 Express (win)
cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

684

11 x 38-40 & 44-40 (win) cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

.303 Winchester made Enfield P14 bolt action
rifle, full military specification, 5 shot, P.H. Mk7
adjustable aperture rear sight, no. W238115 (FAC
required) £300.00 - £500.00

685

2 x .401 (win) self loading cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

686

11 x .25 mixed cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

.22 Remington Speedmaster Model 552 semi
automatic rifle, 24 ins barrel, tube magazine, black
receiver, no. 217620 (FAC required) £30.00 £40.00

687

9 x 30-03 Winchester cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

688

10 x 8x57 WWII German issue cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

689

8 x 8x57 Spandau cartridges in metal link belt
(FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

690

10 x 7.5x55 Norma cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

691

12 x 6.5x55 various collectors cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

692

18 x .32 Self loading rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

693

85 x .38 Smith & Wesson revolver cartridges (FAC
required) £20.00 - £25.00

694

300 approx. x 6mm bullet heads (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

695

450 x .223 FMJ bullet heads (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

696

.22 Heckler & Kock HK270 semi automatic rifle,
19 ins threaded barrel, 15 shot magazine,
mounted Bisley wide angle scope, no. 3987 (FAC
required) £100.00 - £200.00

300 x .223 FMJ bullet heads (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

697

2 x .410 Whale Tag cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

.220 Swift Remington Model 700 bolt action, 27
ins brushed stainless steel fluted barrel threaded
for moderator (capped), 5 shot, mounted scope
rail, synthetic stock with sling swivels, no.
W6200651 (FAC required) £100.00 - £200.00

698

2 x 12 bore Whale Tag cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

699

50 x .455 revolver cartridges (FAC required) £20.00
- £25.00

700

9 x .470 Nitro Express 3¼ rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

701

15 x .275 Magnum rimless Kynoch Nitro Express
rifle cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

702

20 x .240 Magnum rimless Kynoch rifle cartridges
(FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

.177 Theoben Rapid (24 ft/lbs), moderated barrel,
fitted scope mounts, two multi-shot magazines,
large air bottle fitted, no. 022747 (FAC required)
£250.00 - £350.00
.22 Sig Sauer semi automatic tactical rifle, 16 ins
barrel fitted with muzzle break, 25 shot banana
magazine, full synthetic pistol grip fold away
stock, spare 25 shot magazine and instructions,
no. 30C000404 (FAC required) £250.00 - £350.00
.303 Enfield SMLE by BSA & Co. bolt action with
cut off, full military specification, complete with
leather sling, PH5A aperture sight, no. 27220
(FAC required) £250.00 - £350.00
.22 CZ 452-2E 2KM bolt action rifle, 25 ins
threaded barrel (moderator available), 5 shot
magazine, no. 853789 (FAC required) £60.00 £80.00

.22 Norinco bolt action rifle (no magazine), open
sights, scope rail, sling swivels, no. 0930656-09396 (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00
.22 Webley Patriot Quattro break barrel air rifle
tunnel foresight, ramp rear sight, no. 081229858
(FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

703
.22 Theoben Eliminator break barrel air rifle, 16 ins
barrel with moderator, custom thumbhole stock
704
(a/f) with recoil pad, no. TB4570 (FAC required)
£80.00 - £120.00
705
.357 (mag) Taurus, stainless steel, seven shot
revolver, 11,1/4 ins ventilated barrel, rubber grips
706
and arm rest, no. XG197789 (FAC required)
£300.00 - £500.00
707
Spare Lot
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5 x .475 No.2 Kynoch Nitro Express 3½ ins rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00
50 x .455 revolver cartridges (FAC required) £20.00
- £25.00
20 x .45MP (Maxim Pistol) Eley experimental
cartridges, scarce (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00
13mm Gyrojet rocket cartridge, scarce (FAC
required) £20.00 - £25.00
4 x .500 Revolver Helmet test cartridges (FAC

708
709
710
711

required) £10.00 - £20.00

733

50 x 9mm Browning long pistol cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

140 x .45 Auto pistol cartridges, Pro Load and
American Eagle (FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00

734

10 x .470 Nitro Express Holland & Holland rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

635 x .22 mixed rifle cartridges, CCI, RWS, etc
(FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00

735

20 x .244 Holland & Holland Magnum cartridges
(FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

59 x .308 win rifle cartridges in Case Gard hard
plastic box (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

736

20 x .401 Kynoch Winchester self loading
cartridges (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

100 x .223 mixed rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

737

1500 x .22 mixed rifle cartridges, Eley,
Winchester, Remington and others (FAC required)
£20.00 - £25.00

712

11 x 5.5mm Velodog cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

713

20 x .35 Kynoch Winchester rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

738

100 x .357 Magnum Norma and Remington 158gr
soft point cartridges (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

714

15 x 7.62/45 Czech rifle tracer cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

739

715

4 x 8mm Protector cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

100 x 7x57 Mauser 160gr soft point cartridges in
RCBS hard plastic ammo boxes (FAC required)
£50.00 - £60.00

740

716

50 x .450 Kynoch revolver cartridges, boxed (FAC
required) £20.00 - £30.00

100 x 30-06 Winchester Super X, Federal Classic
and Speer rifle cartridges (FAC required) £50.00 £60.00

717

8 x .50 Action Express cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

741

100 x 8x68 RWS 187gr & 224gr rifle cartridges
(FAC required) £50.00 - £60.00

718

34 x No.1 Saloon cartridges; 40 x Ubungsmunition
cartridges in original tins (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

742

100 x .308 Magnum Norma 180gr soft point rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £50.00 - £60.00

743

49 x .270(win) 130gr soft point rifle cartridges in
Case-Gard hard plastic case (FAC required)
£25.00 - £35.00

744

100 x .44 Magnum cartridges in plastic (2 x 50)
storage boxes (FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00

745

250 x .300 Rook Trueflight heads; 250 x .310
Cadet Trueflight heads; 100 x .451 Trueflight
heads; 700 approx. x PPU small pistol primers
(FAC required) £20.00 - £40.00

746

400 x .375 Winchester Big Bore 94 Power Point
250gr rifle cartridges (FAC required) £100.00 £120.00

747

5 x .700 Kynoch Nitro Express 1000gr soft nosed
rifle cartridges, in original box (FAC required)
£50.00 - £80.00

748

25 x .470 Kynoch Nitro Express 3¼ ins rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

719

4 x 9mm Perrin (thick rim) pistol cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

720

11 x .450x3 ins Nitro Express cartridges (inc. 3 x
factory drill) (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

721

10 x .360 No.2 Nitro Express rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

722

5 x 7mm cane gun solid ball cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

723

9 x 9mm Mauser Export rifle cartridges in clip
(FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

724

7 x .500 Eley No.2 experimental cartridges (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

725

50 x 9mm Steyr pistol cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

726

8 x .476 revolver cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 749
£20.00

727

5 x .44 Gabbet cartridges with box (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

750

728

5 x .377x3 ins Nitro Express Kynoch rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

500 x .22 RWS Special Match rifle cartridges
(FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

751

729

10 x .500/.465 Nitro Express 3¼ ins rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

500 x .22 RWS R50 rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£30.00 - £40.00

752

730

9 x .450, .500/450 and other large calibre British
sporting rifle collectors cartridges (FAC required)
£10.00 - £20.00

500 x .22 RWS R50 rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£30.00 - £40.00

753

100 x .220 Swift Winchester 50gr solid point rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

731

30 x 8mm Nambu cases and heads (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

754

200 x .243 Winchester 80gr solid point rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

732

205 x .270 (win) RWS 8.4g 130grn and other rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £40.00 - £60.00

755

250 x 9mm Luger Winchester pistol cartridges
(FAC required) £20.00 - £40.00
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500 x .22 RWS Special Match rifle cartridges
(FAC required) £30.00 - £40.00

756

500 x .22 RWS R50 rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£30.00 - £40.00

757

500 x .22 RWS R50 rifle cartridges (FAC required)
£30.00 - £40.00

758

500 x .22 Eley Match rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £30.00 - £40.00

759

264 x .17 Hornady and CCI rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £30.00 - £50.00

760

335 x .17 Winchester Super X rifle cartridges (FAC
required) £40.00 - £60.00

761

781
50 x .222 new brass cases; Quantity assorted
.222 bullet heads in boxes (FAC required) £20.00 £40.00
10 x 7x57 Kynoch Mauser cartridges; 7 x .303 rifle 782
cartridges in clip; 4 x 6.5mm Carcano cartridges
(FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

762

763

779

.410 hammer Belgian, 30 ins barrel, side lever
folding action, 14½ ins straight hand stock (a/f),
no.OK0690 (Section 2 licence required)
£10.00 - £20.00

780

.410 (former rook rifle) single hammerless ejector,
27½ ins part octagonal barrel, 2½ ins chamber,
horn tipped forend with chequered hand, relief
foliate engraved action with engraved top lever
opening and slide safety, 14¼ ins horn capped
Prince of Wales stock, no. 40368 (Section 2
licence required) £1,200.00 - £1,800.00

300 x .22 ICI Military issue Tracer cartridges,
dated 1949 & 1950 (FAC required) £20.00 - £30.00 783

764

112 x .308 rifle cartridges (125grn approx.) (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

765

Quantity of various bullet heads: .264; .311; .308;
.243, etc (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

766

35 x .303 military rounds displaying varying
markings (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

767

196 x .22 mixed rifle cartridges and ten empty
Eley cardboard boxes (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00

768

51 x .222 (rem) Winchester and Partizan rifle
cartridges (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

769

.303 hand reloader, quantity of cases, heads,
brushes, etc (FAC required) £20.00 - £25.00

770

100 x .303 Kynoch Mk7 cartridges (FAC required)
£20.00 - £30.00

771

25 x .303 black powder cartridges (hand loaded) in
Case Gard plastic case (FAC required) £10.00 £20.00
787
Assorted lead shot and bullet heads (FAC
required) £10.00 - £20.00

772

.410 J G Anschutz bolt action single, 26 ins
barrel, no. 8970 (Section 2 licence required)
£20.00 - £40.00
.410 Belgian single bolt action, 25 ins barrel, 2½
ins chamber, half stocked, bolt with flag safety,
no. nvn (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £30.00
.410 semi hammer, by Ward & Sons
(Birmingham), 26¾ ins barrel, 2½ ins chamber,
folding action, 14 ins straight hand stock with
steel butt plate, no. 2845 (Section 2 licence
required) £20.00 - £25.00

784

12 bore Greener GP Martini action single, 30 ins
barrel, full choke, 14½ ins stock, no. K38949
(Section 2 licence required) £80.00 - £100.00

785

.410 Belgian semi hammer, 29,1/2 ins single
barrel, side lever folding action with some colour,
14,3/8 ins straight hand stock, no. 3925; .410
Belgian hammer, 29½ ins single barrel, folding
action, top lever opening, 14 ins straight hand
stock, no. 28 (2) (Section 2 licence required)
£20.00 - £30.00

786

12 bore Belgian falling block single, 24¼ ins part
octagonal barrel, black powder only, ic choke, half
stocked, plain steel action, 14¼ ins straight hand
stock, no. 4529 (Section 2 licence required)
£80.00 - £120.00
.410 semi hammer (converted from .360 Rook and
Rabbit rifle) by Hollis & Sons, 25½ ins octagonal
barrel, inscribed I. Hollis & Sons London
Ammunition 360, numbered leaf sights, 2½ ins
chamber, plain sidelever action, chequered horn
tipped forend, 14 ins figured Prince of Wales stock
with vacant oval, steel butt plate, no. 0632
(Section 2 licence required) £400.00 - £500.00

773

147 x .223 (rem) rifle cartridges in CaseGard
plastic boxes (FAC required) £10.00 - £20.00

774

Spare Lot

775

.410 Cooey Model 84, 26 ins barrel, 3 ins
chamber, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 59942
(Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £40.00

788

.410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel,
no. 49295 (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £40.00

.410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel,
2½ ins chamber, no. 0510 (Section 2 licence
required) £20.00 - £40.00

789

.410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel,
no. 61947 (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £40.00

.410 bolt action Grange gun, 24½ ins barrel, no.
nvn (crack to stock) (Section 2 licence required)
£10.00 - £20.00

790

.410 Belgian single, 24,1/8 ins part octagonal
barrel, folding sidelever action, 13¾ ins skeleton
stock with steel butt plate, no. 4382 (Section 2
licence required) £30.00 - £40.00

.410 Italian single, 27¾ ins barrel, folding action,
14½ ins skeleton stock, no. 7567 (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £25.00

791

.410 Belgian single 24 ins part octagonal barrel,
semi hammer, folding side lever action, 13,3/4 ins
straight hand stock with steel butt plate,
no.17126. N.b rust throughout (Section 2 licence

776

777

778
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required) £10.00 - £20.00
792

12 bore Greener GP, 29½ ins barrel, ¾ choke, 2¾
ins chamber, Martini action, 14¾ ins stock, no.
40058 (Section 2 licence required) £80.00 £120.00

793

20 bore Snider action (probably converted from
percussion c.1870), 28½ ins barrel, ¾ choke, horn
tipped chequered forend, straight hand stock,
steel butt plate, nvn (Section 2 licence required)
£60.00 - £80.00

794

.410 Webley & Scott bolt action single, 25½ ins
barrel, 2½ ins chamber, no. 18593 (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

795

.410 Webley & Scott, bolt action, 25,1/2 ins
barrel, 2,1/2 ins chamber, no. 30189 Repaired
break through forend at bolt fastening point
(Section 2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

796

12 bore Baikal, 28 ins full choke barrel, 13,3/4 ins
extended semi pistol grip stock, no.24949; 12
bore Baikal, 28,3/4 ins full choke barrel, 2,3/4 ins
chamber, 14,7/8 ins pistol grip stock, no.C11268
(2) (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £30.00

797

12 bore Belgian (converted Chassepot rifle), bolt
action, 29 ins barrel, black powder proof, 14 ins
semi pistol grip stock, steel butt plate, no.76
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

798

9mm (3 bore) Webley & Scott Garden Gun, bolt
action, 25 ins barrel, 13,3/8 ins semi pistol grip,
nvn (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

799

Spare Lot

800

Spare Lot

801

12 bore double hammer gun by Army & Navy, 30
ins barrels (black powder proof only), ic & ic, the
top rib indistinctly inscribed ARMY & NAVY
C.S.L. LONDON B.K. QUALITY, signed border
engraved back action locks, rotary underlever
opening, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 8939
(Section 2 licence required) £150.00 - £250.00

802

803

12 bore hammer bar action sidelock by Westley
Richards, 30 ins browned damascus nitro proof
barrels with dolls head extension, cyl & cyl, plain
border engraved action inscribed with maker's
name, patent toplever opening, 14¼ ins well
figured straight hand stock, no. 5587 (Section 2
licence required) £750.00 - £950.00

804

10 bore double hammer gun by W. Richards, 32
ins nitro proof damascus barrels, 2,7/8 ins
chambers, engraved back action locks, left side
lever opening, 13,7/8 ins straight hand stock, no.
1536 (Obsolete caliber / Section 2 licence required
for use) £800.00 - £1,000.00

805

10 bore single hammer sporting gun by Lofthouse,
32 ins nitro proof damascus barrel, 3 ins chamber,
engraved back action lock, side hammer, Jones
rotary underlever opening, horn tipped forend,
14,5/8 ins straight hand stock, no. 27471 (Section
2 licence required) £600.00 - £900.00

806

12 bore hammer by W. Ford c.1903, 30 ins
browned damascus barrels inscribed WILLIAM
FORD BIRMINGHAM BORER OF THE 5
WINNING GUNS IN 1875 & 2 IN 1879 with scroll
border roundel stating Patent Treble Wedge Fast
No. 3801, ic & ¼, recent nitro reproof, 70mm
chambers, horn tipped forend, fine scroll and
border engraved sidelock treble grip action, dolphin
rebounding hammers, scroll engraved percussion
fences, well figured 13¾ ins Prince of Wales
stock, no. 7313 (Section 2 licence required)
£700.00 - £900.00

807

Spare Lot

808

12 bore hammer by Armstrong, 30 ins barrels, ic
& ¼, engine turned top rib, barrels inscribed
Armstrong & Co. Newcastle-on-Tyne, 70mm
chambers, recent reproof, border engraved action
with cross bolt bearing maker's name, rebounding
dolphin hammers, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock,
no. 42681 n.b. repair to stock wrist (Section 2
licence required) £300.00 - £400.00

809

.410 Belgian double semi hammer, 27¾ ins
barrels, folding side lever action, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. 6681 n.b. repaired stock at wrist
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

810

16 bore hammer barelled by Midland Gun Co., 30
ins barrels with dolls head extension, border
engraved action with naive game scenes,
percussion fences, rebounding hammers, 14½ ins
straight hand stock, no. 7700 (Section 2 licence
required) £200.00 - £300.00

811

.410 double semi hammer, Spanish, 28 ins barrel,
3 ins chambers, folding sidelever action, no. 93388
(Section 2 licence required) £80.00 - £120.00

812
16 bore hammer by Boss & Co. 28 ins nitro proof
barrels stamped Boss & Co. 73 St. James's
Street London, fine file cut rib, 2½ ins chambers,
fine border scroll and banner engraved back action
locks, engraved dolphin hammers and fences,
rotary underlever opening, 14½ ins well figured
Prince of Wales stock with cheek piece, vacant
silver oval, sling swivels and steel heel and toe
plates, no. 4000 The maker's have kindly
confirmed that this gun was originally a .500 black 813
power rifle with 24 ins barrels. It was re-barrelled
by the makers in 1889 (Section 2 licence required)
£2,000.00 - £3,000.00
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12 bore hammer by Garden, 28 ins sleeved
barrels, ¼ & ½, top rib inscribed R. S. GARDEN,
29 PICCADILLY LONDON, 70mm chambers,
rotary underlever opening, scroll and border
engraved back action locks inscribed R. S.
GARDEN LONDON, engraved fences, dolphin
hammers, 14 ins straight hand stock with vacant
silver oval, steel heel and toe plates, no. 2634
(Section 2 licence required) £400.00 - £600.00
12 bore hammer by Dumoulin, 30 ins barrels, nitro
proof, full & ¾ choke, 2¾ ins chambers, no.52517
(Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00

814

12 bore hammer, Belgian, 30 ins damascus steel
barrels (black powder proof only) with dolls head
extension, engraved bar action locks, horn tipped
forend, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 2300
(Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £80.00

815

The stock, action and forend of a 12 bore boxlock
non ejector (probably formerly a rifle) by Belmont
(formerly with 30 ins barrels the file cut top rib
signed C. G. BONEHILL MAKER THREE BELL
STEEL), border and scroll engraved action with
crossbolt, 14¼ ins (repaired) straight hand stock
with vacant gold oval, steel heel and toe plates,
no. 4138 (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £30.00

816

The stock, action and forend of a 12 bore boxlock
non ejector by Saml Marson, no. 22152 (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £25.00

817

The stock, action and forends of: 12 bore Midland
Gun Co. hammer gun, no. 62824; 12 bore Thomas
Jackson hammer gun, no. 4812; 12 bore Midland
Gun Co. hammer gun, no. 63267 (3) (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £30.00

818

The stock, action and forend of a 20 bore double
hammer by H. Holland, originally with damascus
barrels, scroll and border engraved back action
locks, engraved hammers (unmatched), rotary
underlever opening, 14¼ ins straight hand stock,
no. 3139 (taken from barrels - action nvn) (Section
2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

819

The stock, action and forend of a 12 bore hammer
by E. C. Green, scroll and border engraved
sidelock action, rebounding hammers, 14 in
Prince of Wales stock with vacant escutcheon,
no. 865; The stock, action and forend of 12 bore
hammer, English, no. nvn; The stock, action and
forend of a 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Rosson
& Son, no. 22236 (3) (Section 2 licence required)
£20.00 - £30.00

820

821

822

823

12 bore boxlock ejector by Mortimer & Son, 28 ins
browned damascus barrels (recent nitro proof), cyl
& ¼, scroll and border engraved treble grip action,
15 ins (extended) straight hand stock, no. 4436
(Section 2 licence required) £350.00 - £450.00
12 bore sidelock ejector by Crucelegui Bros, The
Sussex, 28¼ ins chopper lump barrels, ¼ & full,
flat filed top rib, 70mm chambers, colour hardened
treble grip action, 14½ ins straight hand stock,
no.82123 (Section 2 licence required) £200.00 £300.00
12 bore sidelock ejector AYA No. 2, 24½ ins
chopper lump barrels, cyl & cyl, 70mm chambers,
scroll engraved action with some colour, hand
detachable locks, disk strikers, 15,3/8 ins
extended straight hand stock with vacant oval, no.
359002 (Section 2 licence required) £300.00 £500.00
12 bore sidelock non ejector by J.W. Laird & Co.,
28 ins barrels, 1/4 & ic, top rib inscribed J.W.
LAIRD & CO., 6 BISHOPSGATE ST, WITHOUT
LONDON, 2,1/2 ins chambers, scroll border and
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banner engraved action with 3rd bite and maker's
name, showing some colour, 14,1/4 ins figured
straight hand stock with vacant oval, no.29005
(Section 2 licence required) £250.00 - £350.00
824

12 bore round action assisted opener by John
Dickson & Son, 29 ins browned damascus nitro
proved barrels, inscribed John Dickson & Son 63
Princes Street Edinburgh, ¼ & ½, profusely scroll
engraved round bodied treble grip trigger plate
action, engraved fences and tang, gold stud
cocking indicators, 14½ ins straight hand stock, in
fitted Brady leather case with maker's trade label,
no. 4463 (Section 2 licence required) £4,500.00 £5,500.00

825

12 bore self opening sidelock ejector by Purdey,
the 30 ins Whitworth steel chopper lump barrels
choked at cyl & 1/4, the top rib inscribed J.
PURDEY & SONS AUDLEY HOUSE, SOUTH
AUDLEY STREET, LONDON. MADE OF SIR
JOSEPH WHITWORTH'S FLUID-PRESSED
STEEL, disk strikers, the action fine scroll and
border engraved with maker's name, face stamped
B Quality, with cocking indicators and some
original colour, engraved top lever (discretely
numbered 2) and fences, well figured 13,3/4 ins
straight hand stock with vacant silver oval, in fitted
leather gun case with James Purdey & Sons trade
label, accessories including ebony handled
turnscrew and striker removal tool, brass mounted
ebony cleaning rod, Purdey oil bottle and two pairs
of Purdey snap caps, no.15960 (Section 2 licence
required) £4,000.00 - £6,000.00

826

12 bore sidelock ejector assisted opener by
Charles Lancaster, 28 ins sleeved barrels, ic & ½,
the top rib indistinctly inscribed and with dolls
head extension, numbered one, fine border and
scroll engraved signed action CHARLES
LANCASTER PATENT, 14½ ins straight hand
extended stock with vacant silver oval, no. 5674
(Section 2 licence required) £400.00 - £600.00

827

12 bore sidelock ejector by T Bland, 30 ins
sleeved barrels inscribed Thomas Bland & Sons, 2
King William Street, Strand, London, 70mm
chambers, scroll and border engraved treble grip
action, 15,3/8 ins straight hand stock with recoil
pad, no.16956 (Section 2 licence required)
£300.00 - £500.00

828

12 bore sidelock ejector by W T Hancock & Co.
29¾ ins sleeved barrels, cyl & ¼, treble grip
scroll, bouquet and border engraved action with
vine leaf engraved fences, 14¼ ins well figured
straight hand stock including leather butt pad,
no.4428 (Section 2 licence required)
£400.00 - £600.00

829

12 bore sidelock ejector by Ugartechea, 27,1/2 ins
barrels, ic&ic, 70mm chambers, border and foliate
engraved action, disk strikers, 14,1/4ins straight
hand stock, no.415811 (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £200.00

830

12 bore sidelock ejector by Sabel, 25 ins barrels,

ic & ¼, Churchill rib, polished bold acanthus scroll
and border engraved action, hand detachable
locks, disk strikers, 14¾ ins straight hand stock
with vacant oval, no.20362 (Section 2 licence
required)
£300.00 - £350.00
831

832

833

834

835

840

12 bore boxlock ejector by Laurona, 30 ins
barrels, ic & ½, 76mm chambers, engraved action
with some colour, disk set stickers, 14 ins straight
hand stock, no. 26059 (Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00

841

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Larranaga, 27½
ins barrels, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers, polished
action with cross bolt, 14¼ ins straight hand
stock, no. 34787 (Section 2 licence required)
£20.00 - £25.00

842

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Ebor Field Grade,
28 ins barrels, ½ & ¾, 70mm chambers, 14¼ ins
straight hand stock, no. 11454 (Section 2 licence
required)
£30.00 - £40.00

843

12 bore sidelock ejector by BRNO, 28½ ins
barrels, ¾ & full, 70mm chambers, relief engraved
treble grip action, 14¼ ins straight hand stock,
no.1-009944-79 (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

12 bore boxlock ejector by Lincoln, 28 ins barrels,
½ & full, 70mm chambers, engraved action, 14¼
ins straight hand stock, no. 104366 (Section 2
licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00

844

12 bore sidelock non ejector, Belgian, 27,1/2 ins
barrels, 3/4 & full, 70mm chambers, barrels with
engine turned top rib stamped BAYARD, plain
action with border line engraving and crossbolt,
14,1/4 ins semi pistol grip stock, sling swivels,
no.41667 (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 £100.00

12 bore Spanish boxlock ejector, 28 ins barrels, ½
& full, raised rib, 70mm chambers, engraved
action with concealed third bite and some original
colour, 14¼ ins straight hand stock with recoil
pad, no. 15700 (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £100.00

845

12 bore boxlock ejector by H. Clarke, 30 ins
sleeved barrels, ¼ & ¾, scroll and border engraved
treble grip action, 15¼ ins straight hand stock with
recoil pad, no. nvn (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

846

12 bore boxlock non ejector, Spanish, 26 ins
barrels, ¼ & full, 70mm chambers, action with
some colour, disk strikers, 14½ ins straight hand
stock, no. 9952 (Section 2 licence required)
£200.00 - £300.00

847

12 bore boxlock ejector Webley & Scott Model
700, 28 ins barrels, ½ & full, 2¾ ins chambers,
engraved action with some colour, 14 ins straight
hand stock, no. 135044 (Section 2 licence
required) £350.00 - £550.00

848

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Laurona, 28 ins
barrels, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. 23556 (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

849

12 bore boxlock ejector by AYA, 30 ins chopper
lump barrels, ic & full, game rib, 76mm Magnum
chambers, engraved action with some colour, disk
strikers, single selective trigger, 15 ins Prince of
Wales stock with recoil pad, no. 134496 (Section
2 licence required) £100.00 - £200.00

850

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Wild, 30 ins
barrels, full & ¾, top rib inscribed T. WILD 17 & 18
WHITTALL STREET BIRMINGHAM, 3 ins
chambers, scroll game scene and gun dog
engraved action with cross bolt, 14½ ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. 19257 (Section 2 licence
required) £50.00 - £100.00

851

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Master, 27¾ ins

12 bore sidelock ejector by Gunmark Silver Sabel,
26 ins barrels, ic & ½, Churchill rib, 70mm
chambers, border engraved plain blued action with
disk strikers, 14 ins straight hand stock, no.
64656 (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00
12 bore sidelock ejector by CZ, 28¼ ins barrels,
file cut rib, ¾ & ¾, blacked polished action, disk
strikers, 14½ ins semi Prince of Wales stock with
cheek piece, sling swivels, no. 14976 (Section 2
licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

12 bore sidelock ejector by BRNO, 28¼ ins
chopper lump barrels, ½ & ¾, 2¾ ins chambers,
plain black action with cocking indicators, 14½ ins
extended straight hand stock, no. 1-002467-73
(Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £150.00

836

20 bore boxlock ejector 'In The White', 28 ins
barrels (recent proof), full & full, 70mm chambers,
plain action, forend iron present, no.
RN230817BPH (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

837

Three 12 bore AYA best quality 'in the white'
actions, each with disk strikers, rolled edge trigger
guards, forend irons, no's. 578805, 577230 &
577231 (Section 2 licence required) £80.00 £120.00

838

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Laurona, 27¾ ins
barrels, ¼ & full, 70mm chambers, engraved
action with full colour, disk strikers, 14¼ ins
straight hand stock, no. 23994 (Section 2 licence
required) £30.00 - £40.00

839

12 bore boxlock ejector by Cogswell & Harrison,
30 ins barrels the top rib inscribed Cogswell &
Harrison Ltd The Avant Tout 141 New Bond St. &
226 Strand London, ic & ¼, 70mm chambers,
scroll and border engraved treble grip action
bearing maker's name, 14½ ins figured straight
hand stock with recoil pad, no. 24290 (Section 2
licence required)
£400.00 - £500.00
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chopper lump barrels, ¼ & full, 70mm chambers,
14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 109745; 12 bore
boxlock non ejector by Ideal (Italian), 28 ins
barrels, full & full, polished engraved action, 14 ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 4463 (2) (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £30.00
852

853

12 bore boxlock non ejector by AYA Yeomans, 28
ins chopper lump barrels, ½ & full, game rib,
70mm chambers, action with full colour, 15 ins
figured straight hand stock, no. 540793 (Section 2
licence required) £30.00 - £50.00
12 bore boxlock ejector by County De Luxe, 26
ins barrels, ic & ic, 70mm chambers, engraved
action, broken stock, no. 317625 (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

£100.00 - £200.00
861

20 bore boxlock non ejector by Davidson, 27¾ ins
barrels, ½ & full, raised file cut rib, 70mm
chambers, action with third bite and simple
engraving, 14¼ ins Prince of Wales stock, no.
45647 (Section 2 licence required) £150.00 £250.00

862

20 bore boxlock ejector by Linsley Brothers, 28
ins barrels, ic & ½, 70mm chambers, recent
reproof, border and scroll engraved action
inscribed Linsley Bros Leeds, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. nvn (Section 2 licence required)
£800.00 - £1,000.00

863

12 bore boxlock ejector by Pollard, 26 ins barrels
(recent re-proof), ic & cyl, 70mm chambers, top rib
inscribed H. E. Pollard & Co. Worcester, scroll
and border engraved treble grip action with
crossbolt, 14,3/8 ins straight hand stock with
vacant silver escutcheon, no. nvn (Section 2
licence required) £200.00 - £250.00

854

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Darlow, 28 ins
barrels, ic & ¾, top rib signed W. DARLOW
BEDFORD, 2¾ ins chambers, action with full
colour, 14½ ins straight hand stock with vacant
oval, no. 305 (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £60.00

864

855

12 bore boxlock ejector by Baikal IJ58, 29,1/2 ins
barrels, ¼ & ½, 2¾ ins chambers, engraved black
action, beaver tail forend, 15¾ ins extended semi
pistol grip stock, no. 16823 (Section 2 licence
required) £80.00 - £120.00

12 bore boxlock ejector by Essex, 27½ ins
barrels, ¼ & ½, raised game rib, 70mm chambers,
engraved action with some colour, disk strikers,
14¾ ins straight hand stock with recoil pad, no.
69434 (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

865

856

20 bore boxlock non ejector by Charles Boswell
(converted from .450 rifle, then 28 bore), 26 ins
barrels, full & ¾, 2½ ins chambers, action with
third bite scroll and border engraved with maker's
name, 14 ins Prince of Wales stock with
chequered hand and recoil pad, no. 12962
(Section 2 licence required) £400.00 - £600.00

12 bore boxlock ejector by Webley & Scott Model
700, 28 ins barrels inscribed WEBLEY & SCOTT
BIRMINGHAM, ic & ¼, 2½ ins chambers, scroll
and border engraved action bearing maker's name
and retaining much original colour, 14 ins straight
hand stock with vacant silver oval, no. 132019
(Section 2 licence required) £350.00 - £550.00

866

857

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Adkin, 28 ins
barrels, the top rib inscribed H. Adkin & Sons 57
High Street, Bedford, cyl & ¼, 2½ ins chambers,
plain action bearing maker's name, 15 ins straight
hand stock with recoil pad, no. 3128 (Section 2
licence required)
£50.00 - £80.00

12 bore boxlock ejector Webley Model 700, 30 ins
barrels (recent re-proof), ¼ & ¾, 65mm chambers,
scroll and border engraved action with maker's
name, 14¾ ins straight hand stock with vacant
oval, no. 120663 (Section 2 licence required)
£300.00 - £350.00

867

12 bore boxlock ejector by Baikal, 29¾ ins
barrels, ¾ & full, engraved black treble grip action,
14¾ ins straight hand stock, no.C10023 (Section
2 licence required)
£60.00 - £80.00

868

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Arthur Hill, 30 ins
barrels, ½ & full, plain action, 14¼ ins straight
hand stock, no.52884 (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £50.00

869

12 bore boxlock non ejector, Belgian, 28 ins
barrels, ¼ & full, 70mm chambers, plain treble grip
action with side clips, 14¼ ins straight hand stock
with steel butt plate, no.1544 (Section 2 licence
required) £30.00 - £40.00

870

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Wm Moore &
Grey, 30 ins barrels, ic & ¾, 14¼ ins straight
hand stock, no.5484 (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

871

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Bignotti, 27¾ ins
barrels, ½ & full, plain scalloped back treble grip
action, 14¼ ins Prince of Wales stock, no.26536

858

859

860

12 bore boxlock ejector by Boswell, 30 ins
damascus barrels (nitro proof), raised engine
turned top rib inscribed Charles Boswell Maker
126 Strand London W.C., cyl & ½, fine scroll and
banner engraved cross bolt action bearing maker's
name, 14,1/2 ins figured straight hand stock with
vacant silver oval, in leather gun case with claret
baize lined fitted interior, no. 5121 (Section 2
licence required)
£400.00 - £600.00
10 bore boxlock non ejector by Zabala Model
LP71, 32 ins barrels, file cut top rib, 89mm (3½
ins) Magnum chambers, engraved action, disk set
strikers, beaver tail forend, 13½ ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. 231739 n.b. butt pad missing
(Section 2 licence required) £200.00 - £300.00
20 bore boxlock non ejector by Zabala, 27¾ ins
barrels, ic & ¼, 70mm chambers, action with
original colour, 14½ ins straight hand stock with
recoil pad, no. 161733 (Section 2 licence required)
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(Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £50.00

hand stock, no. 11283 (Section 2 licence required)
£200.00 - £300.00

872

12 bore boxlock ejector by Parkemy, 27¾ ins
883
chopper lump barrels, ¾ & full, 70mm chambers,
original colour, 14,5/8 ins straight hand stock,
no.110404/090 (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £120.00

873

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Master, 28 ins
barrels, ¼ & ½, 70mm chambers, disk strikers,
14½ ins straight hand stock, no.131755 (Section 2
licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

12 bore boxlock ejector by T Wild, 25 ins barrels,
cyl & ic, nitro proof, 2,3/4 ins chambers, file cut
Churchill rib, barrels stamped T. WILD WHITTALL
STREET, BIRMINGHAM, scroll and game scene
engraved polished action with 3rd bite, 13,1/2ins
straight hand stock, no.15033 (Section 2 licence
required) £200.00 - £300.00

874

875

876

877

884

12 bore boxlock ejector by Merkel, 26,3/4 ins
barrels, ic & ic, 2,3/4 ins chambers, engine turned
top rib, simply engraved action with cocking
indicators and cross bolt, 14,1/2 ins straight hand
stock (multiple cracks near action), no.765586
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £40.00

885

12 bore boxlock ejector by Sabel, 27 ins barrels,
ic & ic, 70mm chambers, black border engraved
action, disk strikers, 14,3/4 ins straight hand
stock, no.67277 (Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00

886

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Eder Model 214,
28 ins barrels, full & full, plain treble grip action,
figured 14 ins stock with recoil pad, no.1224
(Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

12 bore boxlock non ejector Laurona, 27¾ ins
barrel, ½ & full, 70mm chambers, some colour,
14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 28785 (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £40.00

887

12 bore boxlock non ejector, Belgian, 30 ins
barrels, ic & full, engine turned top rib, 70mm
chambers, action with crossbolt, 14¾ ins straight
hand stock, no. 233; 12 bore boxlock ejector (a/f),
Spanish, 27½ ins barrels, 70mm chambers, action
with colour, 14¾ ins extended straight hand stock,
no. 28820 (2) (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £25.00

12 bore boxlock non ejector by William Powell &
Son, 28 ins barrels, ic & ½, top rib with dolls head
extension inscribed William Powell & Son
Birmingham, 2½ ins chambers, plain border
engraved action with maker's name, 14 ins straight
hand stock with vacant oval, no. 10159 (Section 2
licence required) £100.00 - £200.00

888

12 bore boxlock non ejector by J. V. Needham (?),
27 ins sleeved barrrels, ic & ic, 2½ ins chambers,
15¼ ins straight hand stock with recoil pad, no.
10349 (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £25.00

889

12 bore Spanish sidelock ejector, 27½ ins barrels,
¼ & ½, 70mm chambers, scroll and border
engraved action, 14¾ ins extended semi pistol
grip stock, no. 95090 (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £150.00

12 bore boxlock non ejector, Belgian, 30 ins
barrels, ½ & full, treble grip action with engraved
fences, 15 ins straight hand stock, no.2011
(Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00
12 bore boxlock non ejector, Belgian, 30 ins
barrels, ½ & ¾, treble grip action with side clips,
14¾ ins straight hand stock, no.9580 (Section 2
licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

878

.410 Spanish double semi hammer, 27¼ ins
barrels, 76mm chambers, folding side lever action,
15 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 52880 (Section 2
licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

879

16 bore boxlock non ejector by Simpson & Co.,
28½ ins barrels, raised engine turned rib, engraved 890
action with cross bolt, 14 ins Prince of Wales
stock with cheek piece, no. 22646 (Section 2
licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

880

881

882

12 bore boxlock ejector by Laurona, 28 ins
barrels, ic & ¾, game rib, 70mm chambers, action
with full colour, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no.
191848 (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 £80.00
12 bore boxlock ejector by Essex (Spanish), 27½
ins barrels, ½ & ¾, 70mm chambers, 14½ ins
stock, no. 118833 (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00
12 bore back action sidelock non ejector by
Cogswell & Harrison, 28 ins sleeved barrels, ¼ &
½, top rib inscribed Cogswell & Harrison 142 New
Bond Street London, 2½ ins chambers, fine scroll
and banner engraved action with maker's name
and gold line cocking indicators, 14½ ins straight
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12 bore boxlock ejector by Gallyon, 30 ins barrels,
¼ & full, top rib with third bite inscribed Gallyon &
Sons 66 Bridge St. Cambridge, scroll and banner
engraved polished action bearing maker's name,
14¼ ins straight hand stock with vacant oval, no.
10018 (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 £100.00

891

16 bore boxlock non ejector, by Gunmark Harrier
Deluxe, 27¾ ins barrels, 70mm chambers, scroll
engraved action, disk strikers, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. 96120 (Section 2 licence required)
£50.00 - £80.00

892

12 bore boxlock non ejector by Cogswell &
Harrison, 30 ins barrels, 1/2 & full, scroll and
border engraved action, 14,7/8 ins semi pistol grip
stock (pinned), no.57102 (Section 2 licence
required) £30.00 - £40.00

893

12 bore boxlock non ejector, Belgian, 28 ins
barrels, ¾ & full, 65mm chambers, action with

crossbolt, 13½ ins straight hand stock with steel
butt plate, no. 428 (Section 2 licence required)
£20.00 - £40.00

916

100 x .410 Eley Grey Squirrel cartridges (Section
2 licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

917

Quantity of assorted 12 bore, 20 bore and 9mm
shotgun cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00

918

250 x 12 bore Gamebore Super Steel 32g no.4
shot cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00
- £60.00

894

Steel ammunition safe, 12 ins x 9 ins x 12 ins,
with keys and bolts £30.00 - £40.00

895

8 gun steel security cabinet, 58 ins x 14 ins x 11
ins with keys £50.00 - £60.00

896

3 gun steel security cabinet, 8 ins x 8 ins x 53
ins, with keys £30.00 - £50.00

919

3 gun steel security cabinet 51 ins x 10 ins x 6
ins, with keys £30.00 - £40.00

1000 x 12 bore RC Titano 31g no.6 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

920

1500 x 12 bore RC Professional Game 28g no.5
shot fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £120.00 - £180.00

921

1500 x 12 bore RC Professional Game 30g no.5
shot fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £120.00 - £180.00

922

1000 x 12 bore Trust 21g no.7½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

923

1000 x 12 bore Trust 21g no.7½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

897
898

5 gun steel security cabinet with ammo store and
keys, 59½ ins x 10¾ ins x 9½ ins £50.00 - £80.00

899

2 gun steel security cabinet with keys, wood effect
finish, 50½ ins x 8 ins x 4 ins £30.00 - £50.00

900

Spare Lot

901

198 x 12 bore Hellis war time standard issue
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 £40.00

902

Brady canvas and leather cartridge bag with
quantity of 12 bore cartridges; Gunmark gun slip
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

924

903

Leather cartridge belt with 25 x 12 bore cartridges;
Camo net approx. 9ft x 6ft (Section 2 licence
required) £20.00 - £25.00

250 x 12 bore Trust Halcon 32g no.5 shot
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £60.00

925

904

54 x 6mm, 7mm, & 9mm rimfire shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £25.00

750 x 12 bore Trust Halcon 32g no.5 shot fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £120.00

926

905

10 x 9mm Cane gun shot cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

750 x 12 bore Trust Halcon 32g no.6 shot fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £120.00

906

5 x 12mm Cane gun shot cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

927

400 x 12 bore RC 36g no.5 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £80.00

907

14 x 7mm Cane gun shot cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

928

1000 x 12 bore RC Romagnola 21g no.7½ shot
fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £150.00

908

100 x Eley No.2 Saloon shot cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £10.00 - £20.00

929

909

200 x 12 bore assorted cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

1000 x 12 bore RC Romagnola 21g no.7½ shot
fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £150.00

930

910

Quantity of mixed 16 bore cartridges, paper cased
and others (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £30.00

250 x 12 bore RC Romagnola 30g no.6½ shot fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00
- £60.00

931

911

4 bore Eley No.4 shot paper cased cartridge; 8
bore Eley No.1 shot paper cased cartridge (2)
(Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £30.00

1000 x 12 bore RC Romagnola 21g no.7½ shot
fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £150.00

932

912

7 x 8 bore Eley paper cased cartridges; 20 x 12
bore Tru-Tracer cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £20.00 - £25.00

250 x 12 bore RC2 28g no.9½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

933

1000 x 12 bore RC2 24g no.8 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

934

500 x 12 bore RC2 24g no.7½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £60.00 - £100.00

935

750 x 12 bore RC2 28g no.6 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £80.00 - £120.00

936

1000 x 12 bore RC Professional Game 30g no.6
shot fibre wad cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £150.00

937

500 x 12 bore RC Caccia 35g no.5 shot fibre wad

913

750 x 20 bore Gamebore Competition 28gr fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £100.00

914

250 x 28 bore Gamebore Pure Gold Traditional
Game 19gr 70mm cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £40.00 - £50.00

915

2 x 4 bore Eley Kynoch (red) and Eley Nobel
(brown) cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £40.00
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cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £60.00 £100.00

ins chamber (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 £50.00

938

500 x 12 bore RC steel Atomic 32g no.4 shot
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 £80.00

957

17 x 4 bore Eley paper cased no.3 and B shot
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 £100.00

939

500 x 12 bore RC Steel 24g no.7 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £80.00

958

75 x 8 bore Eley paper cased and other cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

940

500 x Lyalvale Express 24g no.9 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £60.00 - £100.00

959

941

500 x Lyalvale Express 24g no.7½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £60.00 - £100.00

35 x 10 bore Eley paper cased cartridges; 50 x 16
bore French cartridges in tins, and others (Section
2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

960

500 x 20 bore RC Titano R3 24g no.6½ shot fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £80.00
- £120.00

.410/12 bore Webley & Scott adapter, 3 ins
chamber (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 £50.00

961

250 x 20 bore RC Sipe 26g no.6 shot fibre wad
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £60.00

25 x 10 bore Eley Gastight No.3 shot paper cased
cartridges, boxed (Section 2 licence required)
£25.00 - £35.00

962

200 x 12 bore Eley VIP Game 30gr 6 shot fibre
wad cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00
- £50.00

963

100 x 12 bore Express English Sporter 28gr 7½
shot cartridges; 135 x 12 bore Eley VIP; JK6;
Gamebore black powder; Tracer; Mini Magnum;
Eley Magnum and other cartridges (Section 2
licence required) £40.00 - £50.00

964

250 x 12 bore Gamebore 30gr 6 shot fibre
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £50.00

965

Leather cartridge magazine with handle and strap,
quantity of 12 bore Eley VIP, English Sporter and
other cartridges (Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £70.00

966

46 x 20 bore Gamebore and Rio 24 and 28gr
cartridges; 25 x 28 bore Fiocchi 17gr cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £20.00 - £25.00

967

530 approx. x 12 bore, 20 bore and .410
cartridges: Gamebore Velocity; Hull Comp X;
Gamebore Super Comp; Hull Clay & Game, and
others (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £60.00

968

Spare Lot

969
Quantity of mixed collectors paper cased and
other cartridges: 12 bore Eley Trainer; Eley Tracer; 970
971
16 bore Eley Grand Prix; 20 bore Eley Gas Tight;
Gem, and others (Section 2 licence required)
£50.00 - £60.00

Spare Lot

942

943

944

500 x 20 bore RC T3 24g no.7½ shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £80.00 - £120.00

945

500 x 28 bore RC T1 21g no.6 shot cartridges
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

946

25 x 10 bore Eley 2,5/8 ins no.4 shot plastic
cased cartridges, boxed (Section 2 licence
required) £60.00 - £80.00

947

500 (approx) x 12 bore mixed paper cased and
other collectors cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £40.00 - £60.00

948

Quantity of mixed .410, 28 bore, 16 bore
cartridges, together with 250 (approx) x 12 bore
cartridges by Fiocchi, Gevelot, Eley and others
(Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £60.00

949

Framed and glazed cartridge display board
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00

950

250 x 12 bore Winchester skeet, trap and other
cartridges (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 £50.00

951

Cartridge belt, cleaning rods, Brady gun slip, small
quantity of 12 bore cartridges (Section 2 licence
required) £20.00 - £30.00

952

953

35 (approx.) x 12 bore Eley and other brass cases
and quantity of percussion caps (Section 2 licence
required) £30.00 - £50.00

954

24 x 10 bore Eley 10 Gauge paper cased
cartridges; 1 x 12 bore Kynoch brass Grouse
Ejector cartridge; 1 x 8 bore Eley paper cased
cartridge (Section 2 licence required) £20.00 £40.00

955

15 x 4 bore cases, some primed, 2 loaded (13 x
brass; 1 x stainless steel; 1 x plastic) (Section 2
licence required) £50.00 - £80.00

956

.410/12 bore Webley & Scott cartridge adapter, 3
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Spare Lot
12 bore Beretta A300 Outlander semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins multi choke barrel (2 chokes),
ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, matt black receiver,
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, in
maker's hard plastic case (Section 2 licence
required) £200.00 - £250.00

972

.410 Remington 1100 Lightweight semi automatic,
3 shot, 25 ins barrel, raised ventilated rib, black
receiver, 14,1/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
P2349004 (Section 2 licence required) £350.00 £450.00

973

12 bore Remington 1100 semi automatic trap gun,
3 shot, 24,1/4 ins barrel, skeet choke, 2,3/4 ins
chamber, ventilated rib, 14 ins semi pistol grip
stock, no.452645V (Section 2 licence required)
£80.00 - £120.00

974

975

976

12 bore Beretta A391 semi automatic, 3 shot,
27,3/4 ins multi choke barrel with 5 chokes and
key, file cut ventilated rib, 3,1/2 ins chamber, steel
shot proof, black receiver, 14,3/4 ins synthetic
stock with recoil pad, in maker's hard plastic case
with sling and instructions, no.AG035969 (Section
2 licence required) £150.00 - £250.00
12 bore Winchester European 1500 XTR, 3 shot,
28½ ins multi choke barrel, 2¾ ins chamber,
broad ventilated rib, polished receiver stamped
with maker's name, sling swivels, 14¼ ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. NE018549 (Section 2 licence
required)
£120.00 - £180.00
12 bore Fabarm Model 130 semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins barrel, ½ choke, ventilated rib, 70mm
chamber, polished black receiver, 14½ ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. 406662 (Section 2 licence
required) £80.00 - £100.00

977

12 bore Beretta Model A301 semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins barrel with Polychoke, ventilated rib,
14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. G25153E
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £200.00

978

12 bore Franchi Hunter semi automatic, 3 shot,
27½ ins barrel, ¾ choke, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chamber, engraved action, 14½ ins semi pistol
grip stock with recoil pad, no. D15330 (Section 2
licence required) £80.00 - £100.00

979

12 bore Remington Model 11-87 Sporting Clays
semi automatic, 3 shot, 26 ins external multi
choke barrel, raised ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chamber, with additional 12 bore 28 ins multi
choke barrel, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock with
recoil pad, no. PC373963 (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £200.00

980

12 bore Savage Model 77H pump action, 3 shot,
24 ins barrel with Savage adjustable choke, 3 ins
chamber, plain steel receiver, 14 ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. J268 (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

981

12 bore Mossberg Maverick Model 88 pump
action, 3 shot, 26 ins barrel, ic choke, ventilated
rib, 3 ins magnum chamber, polished black
receiver, 13½ ins synthetic semi pistol grip stock,
no. MV78992D (Section 2 licence required)
£150.00 - £250.00

982

20 bore Armsan A620 semi automatic, 3 shot, 28
ins multi choke barrel, ventilated rib, 76mm
chamber, matt black receiver, 14½ ins synthetic
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, boxed, no.
14K8271 n.b. forend absent (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £150.00

983

12 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum semi automatic, 3
shot, 27½ ins multi choke barrel, raised ventilated
rib, 76mm chamber, black painted receiver, 12½
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 072735 (Section 2
licence required) £80.00 - £120.00

984

12 bore Fabarm Euro 3 Lux semi automatic, 3
shot, 26 ins multi choke barrel, raised ventilated
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rib, 76mm chamber, receiver with game print
decoration, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with
recoil pad, no. 1027046 (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £150.00
985

20 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum for parts or repair,
3 shot, 26 ins multi choke steel shot proofed
barrel, raised file cut rib, 76mm chamber, black
receiver - parts missing, black synthetic junior
stock with recoil pad, no. 127599 (Section 2
licence required) £50.00 - £80.00

986

12 bore Remington Model 1100 Competition semi
automatic, 3 shot, 30 ins multi choke barrel,
external choke, broad ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chamber, black synthetic semi pistol grip stock
with adjustable comb and butt, no. RS134229
(Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

987

12 bore Mossberg Model 9200 semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins multi choke barrel, raised ventilated
rib, 76mm chamber, black receiver, 14 ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. SB4917 (Section 2 licence
required) £100.00 - £150.00

988

Spare Lot

989

Spare Lot

990

Spare Lot

991

12 bore Silhouette Model 300 over and under,
ejector, 29 ins suspended multi choke barrels,
raised file cut ventilated rib, 3 ins Magnum
chambers, brushed steel and black striped action,
single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 262449 (Section 2 licence required)
£200.00 - £300.00

992

12 bore Winchester Model 99 over and under,
ejector, 28 ins barrels, ic & ic, engine turned
ventilated top rib, 2¾ ins chambers, black action,
single selective trigger, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. K413342 (Section 2 licence required)
£300.00 - £400.00

993

12 bore Browning Medalist over and under, ejector,
27½ ins multi choke barrels, broad ventilated rib,
engraved action, single selective trigger, 14,1/8 ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 148590 (Section 2
licence required) £250.00 - £350.00

994

12 bore Browning (FN) over and under, ejector,
27½ ins barrels, ½ & ¼, broad ventilated rib, 2¾
ins chambers, action scroll engraved beneath gold
line clay in flight inlay, trigger guard initialled F.D.,
single selective trigger, 14,3/8 ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 8B3PM01149 (Section 2 licence
required) £1,200.00 - £1,400.00

995

12 bore Winchester Custom sidelock over and
under, ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ½ & ¼, broad file
cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, profuse scroll
border and game scene engraved sidelock action,
single selective trigger, roll edged and engraved
trigger guard, 14,1/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
K512046 (Section 2 licence required) £1,800.00 £2,200.00

996

12 bore Akkar Mammut triple barrelled sporting

gun, 28 ins steel shot proofed multi choke barrels
arranged in pyramid form, ventilated file cut rib, 3
ins chambers, brushed steel action, single trigger, 1004
beaver tail forend, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock
with recoil pad and sling swivels, two spare
chokes and instructions, balance of manufacturers
warranty to March 2019, no. 15391898 (Section 2
1005
licence required) £800.00 - £1,200.00
997

998

999

1000

1001

12 bore Beretta 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon BASC
Centenary Limited Edition 95/100 over and under,
ejector, 30 ins barrels, ½ & ¼, narrow file cut
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, best border foliate
and game bird engraved sideplated action, single
1006
selective trigger, 16 ins well figured semi pistol
grip stock, with vacant oval and original butt cap,
in maker's fitted hard case, with rubber butt pad,
instructions and soft liners, no. R40095S (Section
2 licence required) £1,500.00 - £1,800.00
1007
**WITHDRAWN** 12 bore AYA MD-6 over and
under, ejector, 31,7/8 ins ventilated barrels,
Teague choked (with four spare chokes and key),
broad file cut ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, fine
scroll border and foliate engraved polished action 1008
bearing maker's name, single selective trigger, 15
ins figured semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad,
boxed, no. 673-98 (Section 2 licence required)
12 bore AYA MD2 over and under, ejector, 28 ins
barrels, ½ & ¼, broad file cut ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, polished black action with gold
1009
coloured line inlay MD2 and AYA crest, single
selective trigger, 15¼ ins semi pistol grip stock
with chequered hand and recoil pad, boxed as new
- test fired only, no. 16-03-570-97 (Section 2
licence required) £800.00 - £1,200.00
1010
12 bore Browning D5 over and under, ejector,
26,3/8 ins barrels, ¼ & ¼, inscribed Fabrique
Nationale d'Armes de Guerre Herstal Belgique
Chrome fine file cut ventilated rib, chequered
1011
captive two piece forend, bold relief scroll and
foliate engraved action top lever and trigger guard,
signed Theunens, single selective trigger, 14¼ ins
well figured semi pistol grip stock with vacant gold
escutcheon, in metal mounted leather case with
fitted interior, no. 15366S3 (Section 2 licence
required) £4,000.00 - £6,000.00
1012
12 bore Winchester Model 7000 Field over and
under, ejector, 28 ins multi choke barrels (5 spare
chokes), ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, scroll
and bouquet polished action, single selective
trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
K541384E (Section 2 licence required) £500.00 1013
£800.00

1002

12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 27¼ ins
barrels, ¼ & ic, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
black action, single trigger, 13½ ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. 8978305 (Section 2 licence
required) £40.00 - £60.00

1003

12 bore Laurona over and under, 28 ins barrels, full 1014
& ½, file cut ventilated rib, 3 ins Magnum
chambers, engraved action, 14½ ins extended
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semi pistol grip stock, no. 57434 (Section 2
licence required) £30.00 - £40.00
12 bore CZ BRNO ZH101 over and under, 26 ins
barrels, ic & ic, 2¾ ins chambers, sliding toplever
action, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 036328
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £40.00
12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½ ins
barrels, 1/2 & ic, file cut ventilated top rib, 70mm
chambers, engraved polished action, single
selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock,
no. 264386 (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £60.00
12 bore Lincoln over and under, ejector, 27¾ ins
barrels, ½ & ½, 70mm chambers, engraved
polished action, 14¾ ins straight hand stock, no.
18287 (Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £50.00
12 bore Fabarm over and under, ejector, 27½ ins
barrels, ¼ & ic, file cut ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, scroll engraved polished action with
maker's name, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
93038 (Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £80.00
12 bore A.V. Maroccini Mistral over and under,
ejector, 27½ ins ventilated barrels, ½ & ¼,
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, engraved polished
action, single trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 66200 (Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00
12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 27½ ins
barrels, 14½ ins stock, no. H03634; 12 bore
Baikal over and under, 28¾ ins barrels, 14½ ins
stock, no. KE9011 (2) (Section 2 licence required)
£30.00 - £50.00
12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 28½ ins
barrels, ¾ & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers,
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. K10871
(Section 2 licence required) £30.00 - £40.00
12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½ ins
ventilated multi choke barrels, broad raised file cut
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, polished bouquet
and scroll engraved action, single selective trigger,
14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
03643 (Section 2 licence required) £150.00 £250.00
12 bore Lames Model 801 over and under, ejector,
26 ins ventilated barrels, cyl & cyl, engine turned
ventilated rib, bronzed scroll and game scene
engraved action (lower ejector a/f), single selective
trigger, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 22076
(Section 2 licence required) £50.00 - £80.00
12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 28 ins
multi choke ventilated barrels (no chokes), broad
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, polished action,
single selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 13-03-07674-04 n.b. ill-fitting stock,
pitting throughout (Section 2 licence required)
£40.00 - £60.00
12 bore Webley & Scott Model 912K over and
under, ejector, 30 ins steel shot proofed multi
choke barrels (no chokes, l/h rib a/f), file cut

ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, polished action,
single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 6520 (Section 2 licence required)
£200.00 - £250.00
1015

1016

1017

1018

1019

1026

12 bore Baikal over and under, 28½ ins barrels, ¾
& ½, 2¾ ins chambers, 14 ins semi pistol grip
1027
stock, no. C0669 n.b. forend a/f (Section 2 licence
required) £10.00 - £20.00
12 bore Gamba Model 610 De Lux over and under,
ejector, 29 ins barrels, full & ½, broad file cut
1028
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, stepped polished
border scroll and foliate engraved action, single
trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, no. 60295 (Section 2 licence required)
£400.00 - £500.00
12 bore CZ BRNO over and under, 27½ ins
barrels, full & full, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, 1029
relief scroll and deer scene engraved action, 14½
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 364759 (Section 2
licence required) £60.00 - £80.00
12 bore Beretta S55 over and under, 28 ins
barrels, ½ & ½, narrow file cut ventilated rib,
brushed alloy action stamped with maker's name,
single selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip
1030
stock with recoil pad, no. 165747 (Section 2
licence required) £80.00 - £120.00
12 bore Zoli over and under, ejector, 26¾ ins
barrels, ¼ & ic, file cut ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, scroll and banner engraved action with 1031
maker's name, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock,
sling swivels, no. P11119 (Section 2 licence
required) £60.00 - £100.00

12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 27¾ ins
barrels, ½ & ¼, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
black action, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
H09749 (Section 2 licence required) £40.00 £60.00
12 bore Sarriugarte Century over and under, 27 ins
barrels, ¾ & ¼, 70mm chambers, black action,
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 58721 (Section
2 licence required) £20.00 - £30.00
12 bore Franchi over and under, ejector, 28 ins
barrels, ½ & ic, narrow file cut ventilated rib, 2¾
ins chambers, relief scroll and border engraved
action bearing maker's name, single selective
trigger, 15 ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, no. 4080120 (Section 2 licence required)
£150.00 - £250.00
12 bore Beretta Model 687 over and under, ejector,
28 ins multi choke ventilated barrels, external
chokes, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, game
scene engraved action, single selective trigger,
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock including recoil
pad, no. F44988B (Section 2 licence required)
£200.00 - £300.00
12 bore Sarasketa over and under, 28 ins barrels,
full & ½, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, polished
engraved treble grip action, 14½ ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. M6429 (Section 2 licence required)
£50.00 - £100.00
12 bore Baikal over and under, 28,1/2 ins barrels,
full & 3/4, 70mm chambers, 14,3/4 ins semi pistol
grip stock with recoil pad, no. KN220 (Section 2
licence required) £20.00 - £30.00

1020

12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½ ins
barrels, ½ & ¼, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
single selective trigger, no. 154872 (Section 2
licence required) £100.00 - £150.00

1032

12 bore Zoli over and under, ejector, 27 ins barrels,
ic & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, full camo
print, 13,7/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 45738
(Section 2 licence required) £100.00 - £200.00

1021

12 bore Bettinsoli over and under, ejector, 29 ins 1033
barrels, full & ¾, ventilated barrel, broad ventilated
rib, 70mm chambers, engraved polished action,
single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 72744 (Section 2 licence required)
£100.00 - £200.00

1022

12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 26¾ ins
barrels, ½ & ½, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
single trigger, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
8775848 n.b. damage to rib, poor forend fit
(Section 2 licence required) £40.00 - £60.00

20 bore Beretta S687 EELL Diamond Pigeon over
and under, ejector, 28½ ins alloyed steel barrels,
cyl & cyl, slender file cut ventilated rib, 76mm
chambers (2¾ & 3 ins), best quality scroll border
and game bird in flight scene engraved sideplated
action, single selective trigger, 14 ins figured semi
pistol grip stock, vacant oval, with Beretta padded
gun slip, no. M60908B (Section 2 licence required)
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

1034

1023

12 bore Aramberri over and under, ejector, 30 ins
barrels, ic & ic, broad ventilated rib, 15¼ extended
semi pistol grip stock, no. 156485 (Section 2
licence required) £150.00 - £250.00

1024

1035
12 bore Bioto over and under, 28 ins ventilated
barrels, full & ¾, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, 1036
14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 41457 (Section 2 1037
licence required) £20.00 - £30.00
1038
12 bore Baikal over and under, 27 ins barrels, ¼ &
1039
ic, 2¾ ins chambers, engraved action, 14½ ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. A35516 (Section 2
1040
licence required) £20.00 - £40.00

1025
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20 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 26 ins
barrels, ic & ic, engine turned ventilated top rib, 3
ins chambers, scroll and border engraved polished
black action, single selective trigger, 14,1/4 ins
Prince of Wales stock, no.527103 (Section 2
licence required) £500.00 - £700.00
Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot

